
No. Do you live in:

If you selected 
Other" for the place 
that you live please 
describe." Do you own (check all that apply):

Where do you currently take your dog(s) to walk, socialize, 
and exercise?

If a dog park were available, how 
frequently would you use it? Do you support the City of Enderby:

How near to where you live should a 
dog park be, in order to be useful to 
you?

How big should a dog park be, in order to be 
useful to you? 

What are some of the amenities that a dog park should have in order to be useful? (check 
all that apply) If you selected Other" amenities please describe." What are your greatest concerns about a dog park? (check all that apply)

If you selected other concerns, please 
describe. Do you have other comments on a dog park for Enderby? 

1 Other

Fort St. John, but I 
visit my family in 
Enderby regularly One or more medium or large dogs Riverwalk Daily Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes

At least 50m x 50m. However, it's beneficial to 
have 1 large area, and 1-2 smaller areas for 
small dogs or people using the environment as a 
training environment 

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Access to drinking water,Well maintained 
landscaping,Regularly cleaned,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Regular bylaw officer 
presence to enforce rules,Flat grades that are easily accessible,Parking spaces,Other Lighting for safety during evening visits Safety of dogs,Dog feces and other trash

A dog park for Enderby would not only help current residents, but also visitors and citizens 
from nearby communities. 

2 City of Enderby None of the above Never None of the above Not applicable Not applicable  I would not use a dog park
Noise,Safety of dogs,Cost to construct,Cost to operate,Loss of parkland for other 
purposes We should spend our tax dollars on either the pool build or build a 5th ball diamond.

3 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Salmon Arm or Vernon off-leash dog parks Daily
Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location A short walk 20 minutes the size of a ball diamond

Dog feces bags,Benches,Access to drinking water,Flat grades that are easily 
accessible,Parking spaces,Other

A large board with the Conduct Rules listed; a double gate 
system as in other dog parks; large trees for shade. No concerns

Enderby has a large population of mature persons who have social dogs. An off-leash safe 
zone for these residents is long overdue and there is grant funding available to help a 
community implement physical & mental health activities..

4 Area F Rural Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Never None of the above Not applicable Not applicable  I would not use a dog park
Cost to construct,Cost to operate,Loss of parkland for other purposes,Safety of 
people

I feel like we are a small community with ample crown land very easily accessible and thus 
this is a waste of time and money.

5 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Enderby River walk Daily Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes 3 acres

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Tables,Covered shelter,Access to drinking water,Well 
maintained landscaping,Regularly cleaned,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Parking 
spaces,Other Some trees or shaded area Safety of dogs,Safety of people Central location would be great 

6 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Daily Either of the above A longer drive 10 minutes 1 km loop
Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Covered shelter,Access to drinking water,Regularly 
cleaned,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Well maintained landscaping Dog feces and other trash

7 Other Salmon Arm One or more small dogs River Walk Enderby To Arena & Back, Park At Far End A few times per week Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes N/P Unknown?
Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Access to drinking water,Well maintained 
landscaping,Regularly cleaned,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Parking spaces Safety of dogs

This would be a great idea! There are tons of dog owners in Enderby & many like myself, 
that drive to specifically take their dogs for a walk there - while purchasing items & 
groceries in town before driving back to Salmon Arm. Enderby is a great community & would 
definitely benefit from a dog park, especially with the new trail coming through town. It 
would also give tourists a place to take pups while vacationing in the area. Great idea :)

8 City of Enderby None of the above Never Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes

Garbage cans,Benches,Covered shelter,Access to drinking water,Regularly cleaned,A 
separate enclosure for small dogs,Parking spaces,Regular bylaw officer presence to enforce 
rules,Not applicable  I would not use a dog park Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash

There is currently an off leash area at Tuey Park however I frequently see that dog owners 
have their pets off leash on the beach area by the river.   
I do have family that may use the dog park or beach when visiting, so I am concerned of 
possibe abuse of the space.  
Surely any consideration should be given to allow pets off leash in other areas of Enderby 
that are more central for users,  

9 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Yes Daily Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes 2+acres

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Covered shelter,Tables,Access to drinking water,Well 
maintained landscaping,Regularly cleaned,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Regular bylaw 
officer presence to enforce rules,Parking spaces,Other

Should be as natural as possible with trees and grass. A covered 
area would also be nice. Safety of dogs,Safety of people

Also a washroom for the people would be nice. I really think that a dog park next to the 
Campground and ball park would be a suitable location  

10 City of Enderby One or more small dogs riverside park Daily
Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location A short walk 20 minutes Riverside Park is ideal Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Other,Benches,Regularly cleaned

Riverside Park has these amenities.  However, a few trees 
would be nice for shade on  hot days. Other

We already have one; why  create "make work 
projects?"

Many people  use the Riverside Park regularly to walk their dogs.  If we keep this space 
available, there is no need to look for another area, no need to pay money to build and 
maintain it.  Our dog park is already here!

11 Area F Rural Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Yes A few times per year
Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location A short drive 10 minutes 100 -300 ft foot ball field size Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Regularly cleaned Safety of people

12 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Sidewalks A few times per week Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes The size of a soccer or or bigger.

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Tables,Access to drinking water,Well maintained 
landscaping,Regularly cleaned,Flat grades that are easily accessible,Parking spaces,Covered 
shelter,Other Tree's and grass. Safety of dogs,Safety of people

13 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs
Mostly on hikes in surrounding areas. So my dog can be off 
leash. Daily Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes

A decent space to have a dog park would be the 
big open area where the rail trail is or the ball 
park area.

Not applicable  I would not use a dog park,Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Well maintained 
landscaping,Regularly cleaned No concerns Please make this happen !!!

14 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Vernon mutrie dog park Daily
Leasing land from a private property owner 
and constructing a dog park at that location A short drive 10 minutes

Foot ball field ish, with a small dog area and a 
big dog area 

Parking spaces,Access to drinking water,Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Regularly cleaned,Well 
maintained landscaping

Human bathrooms makes it nicer, you can stay longer if you 
have a place to potty Other Dogs able to escape space

The mulrie pack started out with just a field with a oval pathway to walk while the dogs 
played... now it has bathrooms, a small dog fenced in area, and trees that are self 
contained but easy... so that shows we could start out simple and work our way up to 
"fancy"... 

15 City of Enderby
One or more small dogs,One or more medium 
or large dogs We walk throughout town and the local trains Never None of the above A separate enclosure for small dogs,Regular bylaw officer presence to enforce rules

Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash,Cost to construct,Cost to 
operate,Loss of parkland for other purposes,Noise Would prefer we use space for new baseball diamonds, let's keep the kids off the street. 

16 City of Enderby One or more small dogs A few times per week
Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location A short walk 20 minutes Size of a baseball field Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Parking spaces Dog feces and other trash,Safety of dogs

17 Area F Rural Enderby One or more small dogs Salmon arm Daily
Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location A short drive 10 minutes One acre with 4-6 high fence

Garbage cans,Benches,Tables,Covered shelter,Access to drinking water,Regularly cleaned,A 
separate enclosure for small dogs,Parking spaces No bark mulch Dog feces and other trash

Don't use bark mulch as the ground cover it gets into their pads ... if you wouldn't walk on it 
than should a pet. 

18 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Rail trail,  river walk, mv beatty A few times per week
Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location A short walk 20 minutes Not sure Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Regularly cleaned Safety of dogs,Dog feces and other trash,Cost to operate

19 City of Enderby None of the above Never None of the above Not applicable Not applicable  I would not use a dog park
Noise,Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash,Cost to 
construct,Cost to operate,Loss of parkland for other purposes

We don't need an off leash dog park and Tuey Park/Waterwheel should not be one either. It 
was great when just our Community used it but there are just way too many people using it 
now.  If you own a dog you should have a fenced yard and walk them on a leash. Too many 
dog owners do not pick up after there dogs in this town. It's gross.

20 City of Enderby One or more small dogs River walk Daily Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Covered shelter,Access to drinking water,Regularly 
cleaned,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Flat grades that are easily accessible,Parking 
spaces Great idea .. been here 4 years .. weird there isn't one already!  Well use it regularly!!!

21 Area F Rural Enderby One or more small dogs I don't Never None of the above Not applicable

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Tables,Covered shelter,Access to drinking 
water,Regularly cleaned,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Regular bylaw officer presence 
to enforce rules,Flat grades that are easily accessible,Parking spaces,Well maintained 
landscaping,Not applicable  I would not use a dog park

Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash,Cost to construct,Cost to 
operate,Loss of parkland for other purposes

I'd never use it, but if the city of Enderby is going to approve this it needs to be done right! 
Not only for dogs, needs facilities for dog owners too!

22 Area F Rural Enderby One or more small dogs Armstrong IPE and Waterwheel A few times per week Either of the above A longer drive 10 minutes 2 acres or more Garbage cans,Benches,Flat grades that are easily accessible,Parking spaces,Other
Surrounding fence, dry area to walk - raised gravel trail and hills 
or bushes, stream, dog agility like Lumby No concerns

It appears to me in the BX (Vernon) and IPE - unofficial dog area, that despite being well 
used there is little noise, few problems and that people pick up dog feces pretty well.  

23 Area F Rural Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Around our neighborhood A few times per month Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes 5 acres Dog feces bags,Garbage cans Dog feces and other trash,Cost to construct,Safety of people
It would be nice to have a fenced in area to have the dog off leash and meet new doggy 
friends. 

24 City of Enderby
One or more small dogs,One or more medium 
or large dogs Barnes Park, Belvedere Park , Trinity Valley,  friends farm. .. Not applicable  I would not use a dog park Safety of dogs,Loss of parkland for other purposes,Cost to operate

One of mine is a yappy little brat  and we have our routines and places that work for us. I'm 
not likely going to change them. I do appreciate the idea but I wouldn't likely use it. 

25 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs
river walk, rail trail, tuey beach, boat launch by riverside RV 
park A few times per month

Leasing land from a private property owner 
and constructing a dog park at that location A short drive 10 minutes

I prefer large dog parks like the Ellison dog park 
by the airport Garbage cans,Dog feces bags,Other trails through nature as well as open expanse No concerns

26 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs River walk, cliff view, city loop and never off leash A few times per week Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes Similar to baseball or football field minimum 
Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Covered shelter,Access to drinking water,A separate enclosure 
for small dogs,Other

Trees/shade, clear sight lines so people with energetic dogs can 
asses if bringing their dog in is a good idea, multiple exit/entry 
points, a path to promote movement (helps dog behaviour) No concerns

Please allow use 24/7 - do not lock the gate for us night owls/early birds 

A double gate system works great.  Outer gate opens to small enclosed space where you 
can detach dogs leash. Then you open the second gate to get into the park.  Super handy! 

27 Area F Rural Enderby One or more small dogs On leash on the river walk or around town A few times per week
Leasing land from a private property owner 
and constructing a dog park at that location A short walk 20 minutes

1 or 2 acres maybe. Field at the end of Russell 
Ave is the perfect size

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Access to drinking water,A separate enclosure for 
small dogs,Parking spaces Dog feces and other trash,Safety of dogs

I would love a park in town thats not the beach. I would love to see the spot at the end of 
Russell Ave used, it's plenty big enough, has space for parking and is fairly close for 
everyone to walk to if need be.  I don't believe that putting a dog park in the same space as 
the ball diamonds is a safe space. If games are being played baseballs fly over the fences 
all the time and the noise from crowds may scare some dogs. I believe the area needs to 
remain for the ball diamonds.

28 Area F Rural Enderby
One or more small dogs,One or more medium 
or large dogs Trails, dog beach A few times per year Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes Size of a hockey rink or bigger

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Covered shelter,Access to drinking water,A separate 
enclosure for small dogs,Parking spaces,Other

Trees and natural shade, a water feature to cool off in during 
summer months. Safety of dogs

29 City of Enderby One or more small dogs Riverwalk, Rail trail, MV Beattie, walk streets. Never None of the above Not applicable N/A Not applicable  I would not use a dog park Safety of dogs,Cost to construct,Cost to operate,Other
Money could be spent on existing areas of 
concern. The swimming pool and arena

I would not use a dog park as they are an injury risk to my dog.  You can post all the signs 
you wish  however many there are  unpredictable owners and dogs.  A dog park provides an 
easy exercise  area- an appealing area for those who are not responsible dog owners. 

30 Other Salmon arm bc One or more medium or large dogs Salmon arm dog parks A few times per week Either of the above A longer drive 10 minutes Fair size 

A separate enclosure for small dogs,Access to drinking water,Benches,Garbage cans,Dog 
feces bags,Tables,Covered shelter,Regularly cleaned,Well maintained landscaping,Regular 
bylaw officer presence to enforce rules,Flat grades that are easily accessible,Parking spaces Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash

31 City of Enderby One or more small dogs Around the neighbourhood/multiple blocks/trails Never None of the above Not applicable Not applicable  I would not use a dog park
Loss of parkland for other purposes,Cost to operate,Cost to construct,Dog feces and 
other trash,Safety of dogs,Noise

32 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Rail Trail and Barnes Park (swimming pool park). A few times per week Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes
At least the size of  Barnes Park. No smaller. 
The bigger the better. 

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Access to drinking water,Regularly cleaned,A separate 
enclosure for small dogs,Parking spaces No concerns

It is so so needed! Tuey Park is ok, but not usuable in the EI ter and it would be nice to not 
have sandy dog feet.

33 Area F Rural Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Tuey park A few times per month Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes
There is one at kiwanis park that is decent sized 
and fenced 

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Regular bylaw officer 
presence to enforce rules,Parking spaces,Well maintained landscaping,Access to drinking 
water,Covered shelter,Tables,Benches Portapotty Safety of dogs,Safety of people

34 City of Enderby None of the above None of the above

Please do NOT take up the very valuable space at the Ball park recreation area behind the 
arena. This area is needed for youth and adult ball.  The park at Waterwheel should be 
enough area for dogs and their owners. 



35 City of Enderby
One or more small dogs,One or more medium 
or large dogs Path into town. Railtrail. A few times per week Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes 5-10 acres Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Parking spaces Dog feces and other trash,Safety of people,Safety of dogs

36 Area F Rural Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Ball park or around home A few times per month
Leasing land from a private property owner 
and constructing a dog park at that location A short drive 10 minutes A fair size so dogs can actually run 

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Access to drinking water,Parking spaces,Flat grades 
that are easily accessible Dog feces and other trash,Safety of dogs

37 Other Calgary, AB One or more medium or large dogs The park by the ball diamonds.      The dog beach in summer. Daily Either of the above A longer drive 10 minutes
At least bigger than the space at the ball 
diamonds. Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Parking spaces,A separate enclosure for small dogs No concerns

I visit often to see my elderly parents.    I will drive to Little Mountain or Mara Lake dog 
beach often to have more off leash running space for my dog.    Something closer would be 
amazing.

38 City of Enderby One or more small dogs arena, rail trail and riverwalk A few times per week
Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location A short walk 20 minutes not sure Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Well maintained landscaping,Access to drinking water activitiey things, for climbing and jumping No concerns Maybe if we had a dog park it would keep people off of the ball fields.

39 Area F Rural Enderby
Ranchero/Deepcree
k One or more medium or large dogs Salmon arm A few times per week

Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location A longer drive 10 minutes At least 5 acres Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Parking spaces Safety of dogs,Dog feces and other trash

It would be awesome to have a space to celebrate dogs and family. There could be 
behaviour training, other courses like scent training etc. working dog shows stuff like that. 

40 Area F Rural Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Gardom lake, Armstrong fairgrounds, salmon arm fairgrounds A few times per week Either of the above A longer drive 10 minutes A few acres

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Covered shelter,Access to drinking water,Well 
maintained landscaping,Regularly cleaned,Flat grades that are easily accessible,Parking 
spaces Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash,Cost to operate

41 Other Ashton creek BC One or more medium or large dogs Just around the area A few times per month Either of the above A longer drive 10 minutes Doesn't really matter the size 
Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Well maintained landscaping,A separate enclosure for small 
dogs No concerns

42 City of Enderby
One or more small dogs,One or more medium 
or large dogs A few times per week Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Parking spaces,Benches Safety of dogs,Dog feces and other trash

43 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs behind ball diamonds Daily Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes 1/2 acre Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Regularly cleaned Dog feces and other trash,Cost to operate
leave the area behind the ball park as it is and we don't have to spend any money on a park, 
people clean up after their dog now and it has bags and trash cans.

44 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Around the trails near the river A few times per week Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes An acre minimum
Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Access to drinking water,Regularly cleaned,A separate 
enclosure for small dogs,Flat grades that are easily accessible,Parking spaces Safety of dogs

45 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Riverside park Daily Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes about 4 acres Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Well maintained landscaping,Regularly cleaned No concerns

46 City of Enderby One or more small dogs river walk, ball parks A few times per week Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Parking spaces No concerns
47 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Armstrong fairgrounds Daily Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes As large as able Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Parking spaces No concerns

48 Area F Rural Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Our yard or walks on sidewalks Never None of the above Not applicable
Fairly large so dogs have the ability to have 
space without pressure from other dogs. Not applicable  I would not use a dog park

Safety of people,Loss of parkland for other purposes,Cost to construct,Cost to 
operate

The use of current parks need to stay for their current uses. 
A dog park could be located anywhere, where a new ball diamond would not make sense 
located in a different space than the current ball park. Dog parks are typically located on 
the out skirts of town not in the heart of a community next to busy facilities. 

49 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs A few times per week Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes
Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Well maintained landscaping,A separate enclosure for 
small dogs,Flat grades that are easily accessible,Parking spaces Dog feces and other trash

50 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Walk on the river walk Daily Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes 10,000 sq ft
Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Tables,Covered shelter,Access to drinking water,Well 
maintained landscaping,Regularly cleaned,Regular bylaw officer presence to enforce rules Dog feces and other trash

A well maintained dog park with benches and/or tables is a great meeting place for a 
community.

51 City of Enderby Kelowna One or more medium or large dogs The river, ball diamonds, school field Daily Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes 4-9 acres 
Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Access to drinking water,Well maintained 
landscaping,Regularly cleaned,Parking spaces Safety of dogs,Safety of people

52 City of Enderby None of the above Daily Either of the above A longer drive 10 minutes one acre
Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Regularly cleaned,A separate enclosure for small 
dogs,Regular bylaw officer presence to enforce rules,Other small area with dog agility equipment Dog feces and other trash,Loss of parkland for other purposes,Safety of dogs

53 Area F Rural Enderby
One or more small dogs,One or more medium 
or large dogs Outside of Enderby A few times per week

Leasing land from a private property owner 
and constructing a dog park at that location A short drive 10 minutes Much larger than the park in S Canoe Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Access to drinking water Drinking water would be nice but not a deal breaker 

See above 
Needs to be big enough so dogs can run like the size of the dog park near the Kelowna 
landfill

54 Other
Salmon Arm, own a 
residence in enderby One or more medium or large dogs Anywhere in salmon Arm, Enderby, Armstrong, sicamous. A few times per week

Leasing land from a private property owner 
and constructing a dog park at that location A longer drive 10 minutes As large as possible Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Access to drinking water,Parking spaces,Other Should be well drained for maximum use Loss of parkland for other purposes

55 Area F Rural Enderby One or more medium or large dogs The river walk, around town A few times per month
Leasing land from a private property owner 
and constructing a dog park at that location A short walk 20 minutes Minimum acre

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Covered shelter,Access to drinking water,Well 
maintained landscaping,Regularly cleaned,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Parking 
spaces,Other Washroom Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash

56 Other Coldstream One or more small dogs Around our home, on leash A few times per month Either of the above Not applicable At least .25 of an acre
Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Regular bylaw 
officer presence to enforce rules

Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash,Cost to construct,Cost to 
operate

I loved living in Enderby, would have utilized  a dog park for sure. I visit friends there still as 
it is so lovely to walk around there

57 City of Enderby
One or more small dogs,One or more medium 
or large dogs Street walks, into Vernon or salmon arm dog parks A few times per week Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes 5-10 acres Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Access to drinking water,Parking spaces Fully fenced Safety of dogs,Dog feces and other trash

Dog people are crazy so good luck

But it's nice to let the dogs run wild for a bit without having to worry about getting hit by a 
car. The hard issue is dealing with the people and their equally crazy dogs that shouldn't be 
going to a dog park in the first place that cause the problems. Area needs to be fenced to 
mitigate escapees and the further away it is from homes the less complaints about noise, 
traffic and debris from both people and animals. Build it and they will come but also 
complain.

58 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Ball diamonds, tuey Park, reservoir Daily Either of the above Not applicable Garbage cans,Parking spaces,Dog feces bags Dog feces and other trash
59 Other Salmon arm One or more medium or large dogs Salmon arm dog park, dog beach A few times per month Either of the above Not applicable Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Access to drinking water,Parking spaces No concerns

60 Area F Rural Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Out of town on dog friendly trails A few times per month A short drive 10 minutes Soccer field size or larger
Garbage cans,Benches,Regularly cleaned,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Flat grades 
that are easily accessible Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash

61 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Daily
Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location A short drive 10 minutes

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Tables,Covered shelter,Access to drinking water,A 
separate enclosure for small dogs,Regular bylaw officer presence to enforce rules,Flat grades 
that are easily accessible,Parking spaces,Well maintained landscaping,Regularly cleaned

Dog feces and other trash,Cost to construct,Cost to operate,Loss of parkland for 
other purposes,Safety of people,Safety of dogs,Noise

62 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Trails behind Ridgewood Dr Daily Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes Similar to dog park in BX Ranch dog park
Garbage cans,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Flat grades that are easily 
accessible,Parking spaces,Regularly cleaned Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash This is a great idea!

63 Area F Rural Enderby One or more medium or large dogs On leash at the Enderby River park A few times per month Either of the above Not applicable Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Covered shelter,Regularly cleaned,Parking spaces Dog feces and other trash,Safety of dogs

64 Area F Rural Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Out in the woods A few times per month Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes
Large enough that there is space for dogs who 
need a quick break from others. Garbage cans,Dog feces bags,Access to drinking water,Parking spaces Safety of dogs,Safety of people

65 Area F Rural Enderby Mara One or more medium or large dogs
Typically around our property but once in a while along the 
river in Enderby to the ball diamonds. A few times per year Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes

I have been to a lot of dog parks.  My favorites 
are ones that take me at least 15 minutes to do 
a circuit.  My absolute favorite was a trail 
through the forest - dogs had so much fun 
running through the trees and humans were 
happy to go for a longer walk with changes in 
scenery.  I have found dog parks that are just 
fields are not visited as often.  People have a 
harder time just standing around throwing a 
ball.  They like to be moving. Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Regularly cleaned,Parking spaces,Other

I have seen it beneficial to have an "in gate" and an "out gate" to 
reduce dogs meeting face to face in a narrow area which can 
cause issues.  Also, having a double gate system so that no dog 
can escape while people are entering and leaving. Snow 
plowing would also be super beneficial.. Safety of dogs,Dog feces and other trash

Something else I have seen that I really liked is if you have a dog park with trails or loops, 
having multiple trails are handy.  I found this reduced some of the problems you can 
sometimes see within dogs.  One dog park I went to had a well maintained loop but then 
there was the perimeter trail which was not maintained - that was where dogs who needed 
a bit more space or people who just wanted quiet would go.  
- Check out both the dog parks in Red Deer, AB.  Both these parks were ALWAYS well 
utilized.  Oxbows was not as nice visually but there was more of a sense of community - 
easy to meet people.
- Sorry if I just dreamed a bit too big for what you have in mind!  I loved the dog park when I 
lived in the city!

66 Area F Rural Enderby
One or more medium or large dogs,One or more 
small dogs Trinity valley, or drive to Vernon dog parks Daily Either of the above A longer drive 10 minutes

At least a couple 3 acres for the dogs to properly 
run around and make this one and only dog park 
a true success for everyone. dog park 

Benches,Garbage cans,Dog feces bags,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Parking 
spaces,Access to drinking water,Other

Fencing around entire park and double fencing at entry points to 
prevent dogs from accidently being leg out. Safety of dogs

Hope we get one that serves the community well. While providing a safe place for all dogs 
to socialize and be healthy outdoors. 

67 Area F Rural Enderby Gunter Ellison One or more small dogs On my property Never None of the above A short drive 10 minutes Not applicable  I would not use a dog park
Loss of parkland for other purposes,Cost to operate,Cost to construct,Safety of 
people

Should be build behind mountain view if the city decide to go ahead with it cannot be built 
behind diamond 3-4 only for a safety reason because a lot of ball can get hit over the fence 
and people wouldn't pay attention and could get hit and could result in a lawsuit or 
something that ignorant people could do 

68 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Never
Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location A short walk 20 minutes Parking spaces Safety of people,Safety of dogs,Noise,Dog feces and other trash I support this proposal. 

69 City of Enderby One or more small dogs
Riverside Park , Tuey Park , RiverWalk , McGowan Ave ,  & Bass 
Ave A few times per week

Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location A short walk 20 minutes Ball Park size.   (  Min  of  2  acres . ) Dog feces bags,Garbage cans Noise,Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash

Our '  gentle-  polite  approach to  the  issues  re  pets  '  is  admirable .   Avoid  the  
threatening   & rude  By-Law   warning  approach   .   It's  counter    productive . 

70 City of Enderby None of the above

I babysit my daughters dog and my granddaughter's dog, as 
well as nieces and nephews dogs when they come to visit. As 
it is right now, all I can do is walk them around the block on a 
tight leash because there are so many people with dogs and 
not many obey the leash laws. I would love a place where we 
could play for the A few times per week Either of the above Not applicable

I would make you with whatever was made 
available.

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Tables,Covered shelter,Access to drinking 
water,Regularly cleaned,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Flat grades that are easily 
accessible,Parking spaces Safety of dogs Would really love to see one! The one in Salmon arm is fabulous and fun

71 Other

We are planning to 
move to Enderby this 
spring.  We own a 
medium (33 pounds) 
dog. One or more medium or large dogs Sports park, dikes. A few times per week Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes

Should be partitioned into large, medium, small 
dogs according to weight, not height with 
appropriate space for each size.

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Access to drinking water,Regularly cleaned,A separate 
enclosure for small dogs,Parking spaces Safety of dogs,Safety of people

Dog parks in our current community are designated by height.  We have a tall, skinny 
(whippet) dog, 33 pounds.  He is banned from the small dog area because he is 22" at the 
wither.  However, there are a LOT of bully dogs who are double his weight but under the 18" 
max limit.  I do agree he is inappropriate for the small dog area as there are lots of chi's, 
yorkies, poms, etc.  However, he himself is also dwarfed by the shepherds, mastiffs, big 
pitties in the big dog side.  So ideally, there would be a small (toy) area, medium (up to 40 
pounds) area, and a large dog area with appropriate size enclosures for each size dog.  

72 Area F Rural Enderby One or more medium or large dogs enderby river walk, enderby beach, rail trail A few times per week Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes
As big as possible, comparible to other dog 
parks near by

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Parking spaces,Flat grades that are easily 
accessible,Well maintained landscaping,Regularly cleaned,Other washrooms No concerns

We moved here from Armstrong and used that dog park often, but find it is a bit too far of a 
drive especially in winter to frequent more often. It would be nice to have our park in 
Enderby that we don't have to go out of town for.

73 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Riverside Park Daily Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes At minimum, the size of a ball park Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Well maintained landscaping,Regularly cleaned No concerns It's the right thing to do, and about time



74 Area F Rural Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Dog park Vernon A few times per week Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes Off leash so they can run. 5 acres 
Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Tables,Access to drinking water,Flat grades that are 
easily accessible,Parking spaces Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash

Fenced off leash so dogs can run free and play 

75 Area F Rural Enderby One or more medium or large dogs
On my own property in Ashton Creek;  when I go ice fishing to 
Hidden or Gardom Lake, when I go with my quad in the bush. A few times per year None of the above Not applicable

We should put money into other recreational 
priorities such as pool replacement

Not applicable  I would not use a dog park,Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Regularly 
cleaned,Regular bylaw officer presence to enforce rules

Dog feces and other trash,Cost to construct,Cost to operate,Loss of parkland for 
other purposes

We have enough space available on trails etc. that responsible dog owners can take their 
dogs for walks.  A good example of irresponsible dog owners it the off leash dog area at 
Tuey Park.  Too many dog owners let their dogs run anywhere including upstream to the no 
dog beach .

76 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs To MV Beattie and by the old tracks Never None of the above Not applicable I would not use a dog park Not applicable  I would not use a dog park
Safety of people,Safety of dogs,Cost to operate,Loss of parkland for other 
purposes,Dog feces and other trash,Other

Some of the dog "owners" in our area are VERY 
irresponsible. 

    We've had dogs attack our dog are the current off leash dog area, even with the owner 
standing right there laughing. All it takes is one to ruin it for all

77 Other Spallumcheen One or more medium or large dogs Salmon arm A few times per week
Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location A longer drive 10 minutes Skate park size Garbage cans,Benches,Parking spaces No concerns Please do it!!

78 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Where I can Daily
Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location A short walk 20 minutes Large open area

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Access to drinking water,Regular bylaw officer presence to 
enforce rules Dog feces and other trash

As for me, I would utilize daily if constructed at Riverside Rv Park. Having an enclosed area 
is huge for me and my dog and I  believe it would bring the people of the dog community 
together.

79 Other Ranchero One or more small dogs Klahani dog park A few times per year Either of the above A longer drive 10 minutes Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Covered shelter,Access to drinking water Safety of dogs,Dog feces and other trash

80 Other Armstrong One or more medium or large dogs Vernon/otter lake A few times per month
Leasing land from a private property owner 
and constructing a dog park at that location A longer drive 10 minutes

Enough for owners to walk around with their 
dog(1 acre)

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Access to drinking water,Well maintained 
landscaping,Other A trail to follow like bx ranch park Dog feces and other trash

81 City of Enderby One or more small dogs On walks Never None of the above Not applicable Not applicable  I would not use a dog park
Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash,Loss of parkland for other 
purposes

We should be putting money into sports and upgrading amenities like the arena and pool. I 
do not see a dog park in enderby something to worry about as we have a lot of trails/ bushes 
owners can take there dogs too

82 Area F Rural Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Vernon and Salmon arm A few times per week Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes Acres Well maintained landscaping,Regularly cleaned,Parking spaces Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash

83 Area F Rural Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Ashton Creek river or waterwheel park A few times per week
Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location A short drive 10 minutes At least an acre Garbage cans,Access to drinking water,Flat grades that are easily accessible,Parking spaces Fencing No concerns I think that a fenced dog park is really needed

84 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs
Riverside, Barnes, Grindrod,Sicamous dog park, Salmon Arm 
fair grounds A few times per week Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes 1.5 to 2 acres

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Access to drinking water,Well maintained 
landscaping,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Flat grades that are easily accessible,Parking 
spaces,Other Double gate for entry/exit. No concerns

85 City of Enderby None of the above Never
Leasing land from a private property owner 
and constructing a dog park at that location A short drive 10 minutes 300 ft x 300ft minimum 

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Covered shelter,Access to drinking water,Well 
maintained landscaping,Regularly cleaned,Regular bylaw officer presence to enforce 
rules,Parking spaces

Noise,Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash,Cost to 
construct,Cost to operate,Loss of parkland for other purposes

86 Area F Rural Enderby One or more medium or large dogs

Walk on leash on our road, on leash at reservoir,  drive to 
Sicamous Dog Park, want to check out Salmon Arm's fenced 
dog park A few times per month Either of the above A longer drive 10 minutes

I think dog parks under a few acres are really 
just for little dogs Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Regularly cleaned,Parking spaces Dog feces and other trash,Other

An IDEAL dog park has a trail to walk and open 
area to play.  Enderby doesn't necessarily have 
room for that! Good job engaging the public for input. I hope you have lots of quality responses. 

87 Area F Rural Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Never
Leasing land from a private property owner 
and constructing a dog park at that location Not applicable Not applicable  I would not use a dog park Dog feces and other trash,Cost to construct,Loss of parkland for other purposes

I've heard this is being considered instead of another ball diamond. To me the ball diamond 
takes precedence if it's either or. However a dog park at a different location than one that 
could be used as an activity area for people who be welcome.

88 Other Grindrod One or more small dogs Armstrong Fairgrounds Daily Either of the above A longer drive 10 minutes
Would be nice to have two separate areas one 
for big dogs and one for small dogs. 

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Access to drinking water,Regularly cleaned,A separate 
enclosure for small dogs,Parking spaces Safety of dogs Thank you for considering putting in a dog park.   

89 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Around my neighborhood A few times per week Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Tables,Covered shelter,Well maintained 
landscaping,Regularly cleaned,Access to drinking water,Regular bylaw officer presence to 
enforce rules,Parking spaces Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash

90 Area F Rural Enderby
Between Enderby 
and Ashton Creek One or more medium or large dogs Vernon BX dog park A few times per month Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes 1 to 2 acres would be great 

Dog feces bags,Access to drinking water,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Parking 
spaces,Other Outhouse and dog feces receptacle No concerns  

It would be a big asset to Enderby.  
A). Support  physical and mental health of dogs and dog owners 
B) It would attract business to 
Enderby

Thank you Enderby! 

91 Area F Rural Enderby One or more medium or large dogs In my neighborhood or larch hills A few times per week Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes As big as you can make it please
Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Access to drinking water,Regularly cleaned,Parking 
spaces No concerns,Dog feces and other trash As many parks as possible please

92 Other

Vancouver Island - 
We visit and stay in 
Enderby several 
times per year One or more small dogs park at the arena Daily

Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location Not applicable Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Regularly cleaned Dog feces and other trash,Cost to construct,Loss of parkland for other purposes

Although we don't live in Enderby, having tax payers pay for construction of a park when 
there already is a place where dozens of dogs are walked seems a waste of everyone's 
money. Also location (park at the arena) is ideal - it adjoins the Riverwalk, and also close to 
senior housing.

93 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs River walk and rail trail for leash and hiking for off trail Daily Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes
A couple acres would be would more then 
enough Garbage cans,Dog feces bags No concerns

94 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs

Well I would usually take them to the river but there has been 
lots of conflict there as of late, and I'm terrified to take my 
small guy close to the river in winter Daily Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes

At MINIMUM, around the same size as a football 
field with a smaller separately fenced area 
inside the park for nervous or little dogs.

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Covered shelter,Access to drinking water,A separate enclosure 
for small dogs,Parking spaces,Other

A run down the side of the park for reactive/nervous dogs to play 
catch. Safety of dogs,Other

ABSOLUTELY NO AGGRESSIVE/REACTIVE 
DOGS TOLERATED IN GENERAL PARK AREA; 
ON OR OFF LEASH. TILL AFTER A CERTAIN 
TIME OF DAY IE 5 OR 6PM. 

I think that we would need to have some regulation/ban if there are extreme promblem 
causers ie constantly causing issues/getting into dog fights, not respecting the park, or 
staying in the car while your dog runs rampant ie Animals must always be accompanied, in 
the park during time of play, by a guardian. And, only in time of extreme cases, banning 
should be considered.

95 Area F Rural Enderby One or more medium or large dogs
Around Mara where we live, Canoe Trails, Little Mountain, 
Riverwalk A few times per month

Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location A longer drive 10 minutes

A decent size so that dogs can get their 
exercise. Nice to have a stretch or water 
accessable ike at the Sicamous dogpark Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Parking spaces,Regularly cleaned,Other River access is a bonus! Safety of dogs,Dog feces and other trash,Safety of people I feel this would be a great asset for Enderby and would be well used.

96 Area F Rural Enderby One or more medium or large dogs
On our property when at home; on the road we often stop at a 
dog park so our dog can socialize and run with other dogs. A few times per week Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Regularly cleaned,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Parking 
spaces,Benches,Access to drinking water No concerns

For people with no or very small yards it would be really useful. Not just dogs socialize at a 
dog park, it is a way of meeting and connecting with fellow residents and dog owners. I see 
it as a valuable community resource.

97 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Around town A few times per month
Leasing land from a private property owner 
and constructing a dog park at that location A short walk 20 minutes Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Parking spaces Cost to construct,Cost to operate

98 Other Spallumcheen 
One or more small dogs,One or more medium 
or large dogs Rose Swanson and Vernon A few times per month Either of the above A longer drive 10 minutes 2-3 acres Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Regularly cleaned,Parking spaces Dog feces and other trash

99 City of Enderby One or more small dogs
Walk up cliff ave and on all the side walks, through to M.V. 
Beattie, the rail trail, Never None of the above Not applicable Not applicable  I would not use a dog park

Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash,Cost to operate,Loss of 
parkland for other purposes

Land space should be utilized more for sports or other amenities/events  to be able to 
create revenue for the  city to bring in.  

100 City of Enderby None of the above No Never None of the above Not applicable Not applicable  I would not use a dog park Loss of parkland for other purposes,Cost to operate,Cost to construct

101 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Baseball fields, riverwalk, tuey beach, trails up Johnson Daily Either of the above
Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Covered shelter,Access to drinking water,Regularly 
cleaned,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Parking spaces Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash

102 City of Enderby None of the above MV Beattie school. I baby sit my sons dog four days a week. A few times per week Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes School yard size or a little smaller.

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Covered shelter,Access to drinking water,Well 
maintained landscaping,Regularly cleaned,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Flat grades 
that are easily accessible,Parking spaces,Regular bylaw officer presence to enforce rules Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash

I go to the dog park in Kamloops with my daughter and her dog. It is fun to watch well 
behaved dogs having so much fun. The owners visit with each other. my daughters dog 
looks forward to going every day.

103 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Yes Daily Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes
Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Access to drinking water,Regularly cleaned,Well 
maintained landscaping,A separate enclosure for small dogs Safety of dogs,Dog feces and other trash

Please construct a dog park, it is long time overdue.
They beach is a joke, I would never take my dogs down there.

104 City of Enderby None of the above
I think the space would be better suited for more baseball 
fields for the kids Never None of the above Not applicable

I think it's a water of space.. build the kids 
another ball field Not applicable  I would not use a dog park No concerns

I'd rather see it go towards more recreation for the kids.. build the pool, build an indoor 
pool, build a bmx track, build another ball field.. a dog park is a waste of space and money

105 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Around the city Daily Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes
Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Well maintained landscaping,Regularly 
cleaned,Parking spaces Dog feces and other trash

106 Area F Rural Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Vernon or Salmon Arm A few times per month Either of the above A longer drive 10 minutes At least 3 acres Garbage cans,Parking spaces No concerns Please create one! 

107 Area F Rural Enderby

I live in area F but it 
feels like I live in 
Enderby as I am on 
the very edge of 
town. None of the above

I do not currently owna  dog.  I do help other people with their 
dogs and take them fro walks through Enderby. I anticipate 
that I will own a medium sized dog in the future A few times per month

Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location A short walk 20 minutes at least an acre

A separate enclosure for small dogs,Benches,Flat grades that are easily accessible,Other,Well 
maintained landscaping,Garbage cans

Accessible to people with disabilities and especially easy to use 
by visually impaired people.  A dedicated system for disposing 
of dog waste biologically if possible - keepiong it out of the 
general waste . Prompt snow clearing to keep it functioning and 
safe.. Other

Concerned that a dog park on a site that is out 
of th eway would encourage people to take 
their dogs their in their cars.  Should be in a 
place that is good to get to by foot.

I think it would be a good facility to have for caomparitvly little expense.  I think most  dog 
owners would be responsible and  try and keep the area clean. I think a dog park would be 
suitable on the area where people already exercise their dogs, to the south of the ball 
diamonds. People already walk their dogs (leashed) on the river walk,  it is acessible by 
foot, a natural meeting point where the dogs can then be let off leash.  I think that having a 
dog and walking a dog provides many health and social  benefits for many people in 
Enderby and a fenced area would be a useful facility as dogs can be let off leash with the 
owners confident they are not going to be a nuisance to other people, especially small 
children.  Also good for welfare of the dogs.

108 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs
Neighbourhood walks or away from town where he can run 
safely. Never None of the above Not applicable Not applicable  I would not use a dog park Safety of dogs,Cost to construct,Cost to operate

Have been to several dog parks and each time witnessed dogs fighting or acting 
aggressively towards other dogs and people while their owners sit nearby seemingly 
unaware that their dog is wreaking havoc around the park. The only way I would take my fog 
there is if the park was empty. 

109 Area F Rural Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Never None of the above Not applicable

110 City of Enderby One or more small dogs Riverside behind curling rink Daily
Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location A short drive 10 minutes Riverside Park is just perfect

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Tables,Regularly cleaned,Well maintained 
landscaping,Flat grades that are easily accessible,Parking spaces Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash

Riverside is already there. People who don't even have dogs come to walk with people that 
do. They come from Grindrod, Salmon Arm, outside Enderby, Armstrong to walk their dogs 
there. "If it is not broke, why try and fix it". Even if you put another baseball field in. We will 
come. Everybody loves it there and it is convenient to the people. The dogs enjoy Riverside 
park, they all know one another & so do the people. 
Benches/Picnic Table would be great behind the rink and to the right side behind the 
bleachers. 
This is a one of a kind park - people, kids, dogs. Don't ruin it!

111 Other Vernon One or more medium or large dogs BX dog park, Enderby Cliffs Daily Either of the above A longer drive 10 minutes Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Covered shelter,Access to drinking water,Parking spaces No concerns

112 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs The baseball diamonds and highschool A few times per week Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes Bought the same size of the highschool field Garbage cans,Benches,Access to drinking water,Regularly cleaned,Parking spaces Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash

113 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs MV Beattie Daily Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes At lease a couple acres 
Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Access to drinking water,A separate enclosure for 
small dogs,Flat grades that are easily accessible,Well maintained landscaping Safety of dogs,Safety of people

114 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Park by the rink * Rail trail Daily
Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location A short walk 20 minutes As big as a baseball field

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Well maintained landscaping,Regularly 
cleaned,Parking spaces No concerns



115 Other Salmon Arm 
One or more small dogs,One or more medium 
or large dogs Small dog struggles to find good/safe places to run free. A few times per week Either of the above A longer drive 10 minutes Not sure - 1/2 acre to an acre?

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Access to drinking water,Regularly cleaned,A separate 
enclosure for small dogs,Flat grades that are easily accessible,Parking spaces Other Space for small dogs Thanks for considering adding a park!

116 Area F Rural Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Forested areas A few times per month Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Well maintained landscaping,Regularly cleaned,Parking spaces No concerns

117 City of Enderby
One or more small dogs,One or more medium 
or large dogs

The dog run at the local river beach, Reservoir, Rail Trail, 
street walking, MV Beattie school walking area. A few times per year

Leasing land from a private property owner 
and constructing a dog park at that location Not applicable 2-5 acres Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Regularly cleaned,Parking spaces,Other Porta potty for human bio breaks. Loss of parkland for other purposes,Other

Having a dog park at the proposed 5th 
diamond location at riverside park would ruin 
the ball park. This is a ball park and a ball park 
ONLY. The green space we have their 
presently is required for minor baseball and 
Fastball tournaments. Teams require this 
green space to set up team camps and also for 
warm up prior to game starts. taking this away 
for a dog park ruins the entire concept of a ball 
park facility. I wish the people making 
decisions on behalf of our community actually 
understood how minor sport works and what 
the requirements are when hosting 
tournaments in our facility. Asking those who 
do know would be a prudent and wise thing to 
do 

118 City of Enderby None of the above
When I had my dog, we used to take her on a small walk past 
the elementary school and back home A few times per month

Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location A short drive 10 minutes

Big enough that dogs can have an area to run 
around in

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Access to drinking water,Well maintained 
landscaping,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Parking spaces Dog feces and other trash I think it would be a great idea to have a dog park in Enderby!

119 Area F Rural Enderby
One or more small dogs,One or more medium 
or large dogs I don't really as there is no where local to me. A few times per week Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Access to drinking water,Regularly cleaned,A separate 
enclosure for small dogs,Parking spaces,Benches,Tables,Covered shelter,Well maintained 
landscaping Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash

120 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Reservoir A few times per week Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes
Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Access to drinking water,Regularly cleaned,Parking 
spaces Safety of dogs,Safety of people I'd love to see a place with trails and space other than just an open area.  

121 Area F Rural Enderby One or more medium or large dogs River walk and the rail trail A few times per week
Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location A short drive 10 minutes

Baseball field size so dogs can run around and 
play Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Covered shelter,Other Fencing for safety Safety of dogs,Safety of people

As a dog owner who walks pretty much each day, i see a lot of people in Enderby out 
walking dogs on a daily basis. It makes sense that there is a safe place for them to run and 
play. Most other towns have these spaces as well. Doggy bags and garbages are of the 
utmost of importance as I think this makes it easier for people to clean up after their dogs. I 
sure appreciate the ones on the river walk and the perfectly spaced garbage cans as well. 
Thanks Enderby

122 Area F Rural Enderby One or more medium or large dogs On my road or crown land or the river in the summer A few times per month Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Tables,Covered shelter,Access to drinking water,Well 
maintained landscaping,Regularly cleaned,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Regular bylaw 
officer presence to enforce rules,Flat grades that are easily accessible,Parking spaces Safety of dogs

123 City of Enderby One or more small dogs
walking around the ball fields for socializing, we also walk 
around the city and love the riverwalk

124 City of Enderby One or more small dogs
walking around the ball fields for socializing, we also walk 
around the city and love the riverwalk A few times per week Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Parking spaces No concerns much needed

125 City of Enderby None of the above I walk a friend's dog in the ballpark and also on the riverwalk A few times per week
Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location Not applicable

Re: how near - the area we use now is right next 
to me. Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Flat grades that are easily accessible,Other

If at some future point a tree or two could be planted for shade 
that would be nice. Cost to construct,Cost to operate,Loss of parkland for other purposes

I live in the complex adjoining the ball park (Regency on the River).  The ball park location is 
ideal for myself and others living close to the river ... we love walking dogs there and seeing 
them play with each other.   Cost to construct a dog park at another location is a concern; 
also any loss of parkland that might involve.  Why reinvent the wheel, so to speak?
As an aside, I am dead set against another ball diamond as it would be right outside our 
window.  

126 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Around the neighbourhood, A few times per week
Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location A short walk 20 minutes Ball diamond size

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Covered shelter,Parking spaces,A separate enclosure 
for small dogs,Regularly cleaned,Well maintained landscaping,Access to drinking water Safety of dogs

127 Other Spallumcheen One or more medium or large dogs Canoe Beach A few times per month Either of the above A longer drive 10 minutes 5 acres or more Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Regular bylaw officer presence to enforce rules,Parking spaces No concerns
128 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Bike path or rail trail Salmon Arm dog park A few times per month Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes 1-2 acres Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Access to drinking water No concerns

129 Area F Rural Enderby

Gunter Ellison Road - 
little over 2 km from 
town One or more small dogs Riverwalk in Enderby A few times per week Either of the above A longer drive 10 minutes

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Covered shelter,Access to drinking water,A separate 
enclosure for small dogs,Parking spaces Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash

130 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs my yard Never
Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location Not applicable na Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Parking spaces

Safety of people,Safety of dogs,Cost to construct,Cost to operate,Dog feces and 
other trash

Enderby already has a dog park. It could use some TLC. I.e. fenced in area for those dogs 
that don't mind their owner; sometimes the dogs go to to the people populated area and 
scares adults and children or eat food. Creating a second dog park is excessive for 3000 
population. Tuey park/dog park is not that far. Utilize the land at the pool area i.e. add some 
fencing so kids play in one area, dogs in the other. win-win. 
There are other areas can be utilized in a more robust way. i.e. grow RV park, add 5 
diamond, or add lights to a diamond, work with MVB for use of outdoor hockey rink for 
pickleball, create an actual soccer field for soccer/lacross/rugby or football. we have kids 
leaving our area to do those sports. This is rentable space and keeps people active. Use the 
money to redo the pool and arena. WIHTOUT more taxes.  

131 Area F Rural Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Socialize and exercise A few times per month
Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location A short drive 10 minutes Large area Garbage cans,Benches,Access to drinking water,Regularly cleaned,Parking spaces No concerns

132 City of Enderby One or more small dogs Several times a day Never None of the above Not applicable N A don't want one
Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Regularly cleaned,Regular bylaw officer presence to enforce 
rules,Other Who will clean up, because some dog owners don't. Safety of dogs,Dog feces and other trash,Cost to construct Cost and availability for cleanup

Just this morning I picked up 2 dumps from a big dog,  yesterday the same possibly from the 
same dogs. 
Why? So I don't step in it. 
This happened outside of the ball diamond, behind the campsite. 
If people are sitting chatting on benches they are not getting exercise and also not watching 
their dogs. 
Enderby has had several dog attacks just one last week, do we really need more?

133 City of Enderby None of the above
if I had the much desired dog, I'd walk it on a long loop trail , 
very nearby out of city Daily

Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location A short walk 20 minutes 1/2 acre??

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Covered shelter,Access to drinking water,Regularly 
cleaned,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Regular bylaw officer presence to enforce 
rules,Flat grades that are easily accessible,Parking spaces Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash

unfriendly dogd and people that don't pick up 
after their dogs or monitor more aggressive 
ones

Would be really nice if there was separate space for little dogs or very senior low energy/ 
those dogs recuperating from surgery ( even large dogs).. Separate does not mean entirely 
inaccessible between 2 zones, but a fence with perhaps a small access gap at either end of 
small dog area, so it's obvious that big  energetic dogs wouldn't prefer to visit the smaller 
area.
big dog are should accommodate room for 5 or 6  100 lb dogs to romp & really run together 
& play chase,;or for an owner to play frisbee  or with  ball flinger with a huge dog .
 We've had a big dog, and they NEED LOTS  of exercise. Friends have little ones ( 12-25 lbs) 
and they'd also love to play hard, but are intimidated by big dogs .
thanks for considering such a place. it's a long time coming for our furry pals .

134 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs behind curling rink Daily
Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location A short walk 20 minutes large as possible Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Access to drinking water Safety of dogs,Other ability to be a dog without worry of traffic, etc..

Fenced in location behind curling rink where many dogs already hang out would be ideal.  
Add a few benches and plant a few shade trees.  A paw operated drinking fountain would be 
great too.

135 Other Armstrong 
One or more small dogs,One or more medium 
or large dogs Riverwalk, IPE A few times per month Either of the above Not applicable

Big enough & with trees & maybe a water source 
to drink & play in 

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Covered shelter,Access to drinking water,A separate 
enclosure for small dogs,Parking spaces,Other A separate space for small dogs should be a must. Safety of dogs,Dog feces and other trash,Cost to construct,Cost to operate GREAT IDEA!

136 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs
In town but only on leash.  Reservoir and Riverwalk 
occasionally but on leash . Daily Either of the above Not applicable

Comparable in size to the private property along 
the river behind Slim Jims and the rail trail.  
Fenced for safety.

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Access to drinking water,A separate enclosure for small 
dogs,Regular bylaw officer presence to enforce rules,Other Fully fenced Safety of dogs,Safety of people

User maintained. Dog owners "police" others regarding picking up and disposing of dog 
feces. We have a good amount of other parkland already but are long overdue for a safe 
fenced off leash dog park. The beach park is not suitable and created conflict. 

137 City of Enderby
One or more medium or large dogs,One or more 
small dogs Path, sidewall, railtrail A few times per week

Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location A short walk 20 minutes 5-10 acres

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Access to drinking water,Well maintained 
landscaping,Regularly cleaned,Parking spaces Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash

138 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Riverwalk A few times per week Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes At least 100m x 100m Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Regularly cleaned,Parking spaces Safety of dogs

This would be a welcome addition to our great city! 

In / around the area of the sports fields would be a 
Great location ! 

Thankyou for putting to a survey ! 
139 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs On leash river walk A few times per week Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Well maintained landscaping,Regularly cleaned Safety of dogs,Safety of people Would be awesome 

140 City of Enderby One or more small dogs Around the school grounds and Salmon Arm Drive A few times per week Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes One half acre? Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Access to drinking water,Parking spaces,Other Different times for big and small dogs. No concerns
I heard that they are thinking of another ball diamond by the curling rink, maybe put dog 
park there and put ball diamond at Beatty, huge playground, lots of room.

141 Area F Rural Enderby One or more medium or large dogs
Riverwalk, Enderby Cliffs, Trinity beach/Riverside Hall, 
Grindrod, Barnes Park A few times per month Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Access to drinking water,Parking spaces,Covered 
shelter,Tables,Benches,Regularly cleaned,Other On the river is nice. Also trees are nice. Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Cost to construct,Cost to operate,Other Dogfights I take my dog offleash at Barnes Park during my kids swimming lessons, it is fun and safe.

142 Area F Rural Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Property only. A few times per year Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes Not sure, presently use 12 acres of owned land.



143 Other
Armstrong - 
Mountain View Road One or more medium or large dogs Have friends with dogs over A few times per week Either of the above A longer drive 10 minutes A couple acres ideally 

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Tables,Covered shelter,Access to drinking water,Well 
maintained landscaping,Regularly cleaned Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash

144 City of Enderby One or more small dogs Up the road to mailbox & back home. A few times per week Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes I am not sure.
Flat grades that are easily accessible,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Garbage 
cans,Benches Safety of dogs,Safety of people

145 City of Enderby One or more small dogs Go to the ball park area and down to the beach Daily Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes

Dog feces bags,Benches,Tables,Covered shelter,Access to drinking water,Regularly cleaned,A 
separate enclosure for small dogs,Regular bylaw officer presence to enforce rules,Flat grades 
that are easily accessible,Parking spaces,Garbage cans No concerns

146 City of Enderby None of the above Never None of the above A longer drive 10 minutes Nothing Not applicable  I would not use a dog park
Noise,Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Cost to construct,Cost to operate,Loss of 
parkland for other purposes

Please don't build a dog park. It will create a mess for just another city worker to clean and 
my tax dollars wasted

147 Area F Rural Enderby Grindrod One or more medium or large dogs Sometimes salmon arm. Mostly at our house though A few times per month
Leasing land from a private property owner 
and constructing a dog park at that location Not applicable Maybe 3/4 of an acre. 1 acre

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Tables,Covered shelter,Access to drinking water,Well 
maintained landscaping,Regularly cleaned,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Regular bylaw 
officer presence to enforce rules,Flat grades that are easily accessible,Parking spaces Dog feces and other trash,Loss of parkland for other purposes

148 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs We walk the river and rail trail in a loop Never None of the above Not applicable

I do t support it. They become messy the ground 
becomes mud or dirt, and some dogs get 
attacked Not applicable  I would not use a dog park

Safety of dogs,Dog feces and other trash,Cost to construct,Cost to operate,Loss of 
parkland for other purposes Re above comment.

149 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Rail trail and river walk Never None of the above Not applicable Not applicable  I would not use a dog park
Noise,Safety of dogs,Dog feces and other trash,Cost to operate,Loss of parkland for 
other purposes

In my experience dog parks often turn to dust and mud parks. Many owners don't pick up 
after their dogs and then others are left to deal with it. The Odour can be strong. People with 
aggressive dogs or dogs untrained are often the ones using the park which then causes 
other dogs to be attacked.

The field would be better set aside as another ball diamond. The Diamonds attack 
tournaments which is good for tourism and local businesses when people visit and stay 
here. A dog park only helps a limited group of people.

150 Other
Spallumcheen ~8km 
south of Enderby One or more small dogs Our Farn, Riverwalk, a few places in Armstrong A few times per week Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes Large enough for dogs to run, play, roam Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Access to drinking water,Regularly cleaned,Other

enough variety in landscaping (eg trees, bushes, hills) to make it 
interesting for the dogs. Safety of dogs,Dog feces and other trash

I was going to suggest that an honour box be installed for us non-Enderby residents to put $ 
in; but my husband suggested it would likely get ripped off. (I did pay for a bag dispenser 
years ago for the Riverwalk but it was vandalized within days of its installation...) I would as 
a non-res of Enderby be willing to make a substantial contribution toward the park.

151 Area F Rural Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Tulee beach, riverside trails in Enderby A few times per week Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes

probably at least a few acres to be really useful, 
swim area important or no one will use it in the 
summer

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Access to drinking water,Regularly cleaned,Flat grades 
that are easily accessible,Parking spaces,Other acces to swim area, winter snow clearing, washroom, Cost to operate,Other

That it would be too small and too many rules 
taking away the fun and freedom of it causing 
people not to bother to use.

Dogs are a huge part of our Society, many rely on their dogs for companionship and 
support, as well having a place to go and interact with others, (dogs/people) is an important 
thing for many as it goes towards improved mental and physical health

152 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs River walk Daily
Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location A short walk 20 minutes Big enough 

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Access to drinking water,Well maintained 
landscaping,Regularly cleaned,Regular bylaw officer presence to enforce rules Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash

153 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Baseball diamonds Daily Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes 50m x 50m Benches No concerns

I think it's a great idea because dog owners are bringing their dogs to the ball diamonds to 
socialize and play already, but some dogs stay leashed, so having a fenced area would be 
perfect!

154 Area F Rural Enderby One or more medium or large dogs
Either the park by the Trinity bridge of the park where the water 
park is A few times per week Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Regularly cleaned,Parking spaces Dog feces and other trash

155 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs
Leash walks around the city of Enderby. Off leash walks in 
South Canoe and Salmon Arm. A few times per month Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes Size of a large backyard. Dog feces bags,Garbage cans Safety of dogs

156 Area F Rural Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Work and around town, in my yard. A few times per week Either of the above A longer drive 10 minutes
Has to be large enough that dogs can run and 
play fetch.

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Tables,Covered shelter,Access to drinking water,A 
separate enclosure for small dogs,Regular bylaw officer presence to enforce rules,Flat grades 
that are easily accessible,Parking spaces

Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash,Cost to construct,Cost to 
operate,Loss of parkland for other purposes

157 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Nowhere. Walks thru town on leash A few times per week A short walk 20 minutes

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Covered shelter,Access to drinking water,Regularly 
cleaned,Regular bylaw officer presence to enforce rules,Flat grades that are easily 
accessible,Parking spaces

Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash,Cost to construct,Loss of 
parkland for other purposes

158 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Rucer walk, yard Daily Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes Garbage cans,Well maintained landscaping,Regularly cleaned,Benches Noise

159 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs along Riverwalk , rail trail, city streets and ball park Daily Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes atleast 1 acre or more
Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Covered shelter,Access to drinking water,Regularly 
cleaned Safety of dogs,Dog feces and other trash

160 City of Enderby None of the above Never
Leasing land from a private property owner 
and constructing a dog park at that location Not applicable

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Covered shelter,Access to drinking water,Well 
maintained landscaping,Regularly cleaned,Regular bylaw officer presence to enforce 
rules,Parking spaces

Dog feces and other trash,Cost to construct,Cost to operate,Loss of parkland for 
other purposes

Even though I'm not a dog owner, I fully support a dog park, but please, please do not put 
the dog park in the open space near the ball diamonds.  There are many other useful areas 
for this. 
 Instead build a 5th diamond.  6 years ago Enderby had 0 minor baseball and now we are 
bursting at the seams.  Diamond availability is very low right now.  Plus our kids constantly 
run into dog feces on the current ball diamonds.

161 City of Enderby One or more small dogs Daily Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes At least the size of a ball diamond Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Well maintained landscaping,Regularly cleaned Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash

162 City of Enderby One or more small dogs Street.  On leash Never None of the above Not applicable Not applicable  I would not use a dog park Safety of dogs

I have an issue with off leash parks. Owners don't control their dogs and it is unsafe for 
smaller dogs.  It's a nice concept but it just doesn't work unless owners are willing to first 
have their dogs under control.

163 City of Enderby One or more small dogs River walk or rail trail Never None of the above Not applicable Not big enough. Not applicable  I would not use a dog park Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash

164 City of Enderby One or more small dogs Around Town A few times per week Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes
Big enough to have a small dog and large dog 
section that is separated 

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Well maintained landscaping,Regularly cleaned,A 
separate enclosure for small dogs Noise,Dog feces and other trash

165 Other Sicamous One or more medium or large dogs Sicamous dog park A few times per week Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes Open area with some trees Garbage cans,Benches,Access to drinking water,Well maintained landscaping,Parking spaces Safety of dogs,Safety of people Would like a secondary park to go to that's different for my dogs to play. 

166 Area F Rural Enderby

2.5 acre property 
above the city, Twin 
Lakes Road One or more medium or large dogs

BX Ranch dog park, Marshall Fields, Mutrie, Canoe Beach 
offleash area, Grey Canal trails,  all long drives. In Enderby we 
go to Tuey, and the ball fields near River walk in Enderby, also 
some private walking trails up the hill behind us A few times per week Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes An acre or more

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Access to drinking water,A separate enclosure for small 
dogs,Other,Parking spaces,Regularly cleaned

A creek or other body of water for dogs to drink and play esp in 
hot weather. Toilet for humans would be wonderful, even a pit 
toilet No concerns

There are lots of places to take dogs if you're able/willing to drive a half hour. It would be 
great to have a designated space close by. 

167 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs The river walk or the park by the pool A few times per week
Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location A short drive 10 minutes 4 acres ?? 

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Tables,Access to drinking water,Covered shelter,Well 
maintained landscaping,Regularly cleaned,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Flat grades 
that are easily accessible,Parking spaces

Noise,Safety of dogs,Dog feces and other trash,Safety of people,Cost to 
construct,Cost to operate

Where dogs could socialize with other dogs and people. . Dog part would keep dogs safe 
and enclosed 

168 City of Enderby One or more small dogs

Yes, along the river trail and the new TC trail. Sometimes just 
around town. Always on a leash but would enjoy an off leash 
park, large size so it is useful for dogs to socialize.  Good place 
to meet people, we also socialize there. We have the room. Daily

Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location A short walk 20 minutes

Large enough for a dog to run for more than a 
few feet

Benches,Garbage cans,Dog feces bags,Access to drinking water,Well maintained 
landscaping,Flat grades that are easily accessible,Regularly cleaned,Covered shelter

Dog feces and other trash,Cost to construct,Cost to operate,Safety of people,Safety 
of dogs,Noise

It would be ideal to have an off leash park somewhere connected to our trails but includes 
more that just a grassy field. Somewhere along the water with brushy areas to 
explore?????? Maybe away from the busy areas.

169 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Waterwheel (Tuey), Riverwalk, the ballpark, and the rail trail A few times per week Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes

I guess that would depend on the amount of 
dogs that would use the park but certainly a  
park that could handle 10 dogs at any given 
time.  Enderby has set itself up nicely already as 
a dog friendly community so I could see 
something like this being extremely popular.  I 
walk my dog daily between 8:00 and 9:00am 
and the amount of dog traffic at that time of day 
is significant.

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Access to drinking water,Well maintained 
landscaping,Regularly cleaned No concerns

the only other thing I'd like to add is that I would not want this park if it is at the expense of 
giving up space that is currently allocated for the dogs, ie Tuey Park.  I would be extremely 
unhappy if the dogs had their beach at Tuey taken away because they were  given a new 
park elsewhere.  Keep up the good job guys!  The dogs love you!!

170 City of Enderby
One or more medium or large dogs,One or more 
small dogs Ball park/Riverwalk A few times per week Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes

one acre or more of land surrounded by a four- 
to six-foot high chain-link fence. 

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Access to drinking water,A separate enclosure for 
small dogs,Parking spaces,Regularly cleaned Dog feces and other trash,Cost to construct,Cost to operate

171 City of Enderby One or more small dogs River walk Daily Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes 1/4acre to 1/2 acre at least
Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Covered shelter,Well maintained 
landscaping,Regularly cleaned,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Parking spaces No concerns

172 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Mostly city sidewalks, and occasionally Riverwalk. A few times per week Either of the above Not applicable
For us, a park where Isla can choose  to run free 
or to socialize.  Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Access to drinking water,Parking spaces Safety of dogs,Safety of people

A dog park would be a great asset to existing dog facilities we enjoy, including the walk by 
the river, grassy areas by arena (not ideal due to lack of fencing), well-maintained, safe 
walkways,  and necessities-Teddy bags and places to put them.

173 Other Vernon One or more medium or large dogs Mutrie or marhall A few times per month Either of the above A longer drive 10 minutes Big ebough and grass please
Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Access to drinking water,Well maintained 
landscaping,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Parking spaces Cost to construct

174 City of Enderby One or more small dogs around the block, out into the bush. Never
Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location Not applicable Not applicable  I would not use a dog park Cost to construct,Safety of dogs,Loss of parkland for other purposes

175 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs
For walks on leash or to the beach. For off leash all the way to 
vernons BX park A few times per week Either of the above Not applicable At least 1/2 acre Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Covered shelter,Access to drinking water No concerns

176 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs River walk Daily Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes At least 1/2 acre
Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Covered shelter,Access to drinking water,Regularly 
cleaned,Flat grades that are easily accessible,Parking spaces Safety of people,Safety of dogs,Dog feces and other trash

177 City of Enderby One or more small dogs all over town, local hiking trails, Larch Hills, Little Mountain A few times per week
Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location A short walk 20 minutes as big as possible

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Covered shelter,Access to drinking water,Well 
maintained landscaping,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Parking spaces

A dog park is a wonderful place for those dogs that need the security of a fenced and 
maintained area.  But it only works as well as the people who use it.  It is not a free for all 
and they have to respect the rules in order for it to work well.

178 City of Enderby One or more small dogs The River walk path and around town Never None of the above Not applicable Not applicable  I would not use a dog park
Cost to construct,Cost to operate,Dog feces and other trash,Loss of parkland for 
other purposes

179 Area F Rural Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Mabel Lake area A few times per month Either of the above A longer drive 10 minutes Need room for large dogs to run and play
Garbage cans,Benches,Access to drinking water,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Parking 
spaces,Covered shelter Safety of dogs,Dog feces and other trash Think a dog park is a great idea. Nice to have nea

180 Other Grindrod One or more medium or large dogs Recreation parks, rail trail, school grounds, beach walks. A few times per week Either of the above Not applicable

You want it Larch enough to have the dogs have 
a good run.  If theres a lot of digs at once it 
needs to be a good size.  A little bigger than a 
baseball field or at as big   

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Access to drinking water,Flat grades that are easily 
accessible,Parking spaces No concerns

Built where there is some shaded areas as well as open.  
Thank you

181 City of Enderby One or more small dogs Riverwalk A few times per week Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes Half an acre
Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Access to drinking water,A separate enclosure for 
small dogs,Regularly cleaned No concerns,Safety of dogs

182 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs River walk A few times per month
Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location A short drive 10 minutes Big

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Covered shelter,Access to drinking water,Regularly 
cleaned,Parking spaces No concerns



183 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Dog side of beach or  bx dog park in Vernon Daily Either of the above Not applicable Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Access to drinking water No concerns

184 City of Enderby One or more small dogs Around the arena , rail trail, river walk Never None of the above Not applicable No to a dog park! Not applicable  I would not use a dog park Safety of dogs,Dog feces and other trash,Safety of people,Other
Disease,s spread by dogs such as Parvo, 
kennel cough, fleas, to name a few.

Tuey Park where dogs are allowed is a example of people that don't pick up poop from their 
dogs. Let alone the river walk, rail trail etc. Enderby does not need a off leash dog park. 
Dogs that are on leash have been attacked by people that unleashed their dog s around the 
said areas. My taxes should not be used for a dog park. 

185 Area F Rural Enderby Ashton creek 
One or more small dogs,One or more medium 
or large dogs Vernon A few times per week Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes Large Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Parking spaces Dog feces and other trash We need one here. None in enderby or Armstrong 

186 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs
We walk a round loop from our house on Northern Ave to the 
River walk. A few times per week Either of the above Not applicable 2-5 Acres. Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Access to drinking water,Parking spaces No concerns

Everything within our community is within walking distance for us. Parking would be key for 
the older generation. 

187 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Near the ballfields A few times per month
Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location A short walk 20 minutes Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,A separate enclosure for small dogs No concerns

Definitely separate areas for small dogs so the big dogs can play freely without worrying 
about small dogs getting in their way.

188 Area F Rural Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Provincial park A few times per week
Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location A short drive 10 minutes Atleast 1 acre Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Access to drinking water No concerns

189 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs
Around town, but it would sure be nice to have a designated 
area for them to socialize with other dogs A few times per week Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes

Enough room for them to run around and get 
exercise Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Covered shelter,Regularly cleaned,Parking spaces Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash,Cost to construct

190 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Backyard, field between Larsen & Bass, along the river. A few times per month
Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location A short drive 10 minutes Big enough so they can run & not be crowded Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Regularly cleaned,Parking spaces

Dog feces and other trash,Cost to construct,Cost to operate,Loss of parkland for 
other purposes,Safety of dogs

191 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Green space by ball diamond 

192 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs
Green space by ball diamonds, reservoir, dog beach, Vernon 
Mutrie Park Daily Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes

5 acres or larger. Mutrie Park in Vernon is a nice 
size. 

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Access to drinking water,Well maintained 
landscaping,Regularly cleaned,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Flat grades that are easily 
accessible,Parking spaces,Other Shade with trees Safety of dogs

It needs to be completely fenced with shade and water available. 

193 Area F Rural Enderby One or more small dogs Salmon arm A few times per week Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes Minimum a half acre
Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Access to drinking water,Regularly cleaned,A separate 
enclosure for small dogs,Parking spaces Safety of dogs,Dog feces and other trash About time!!

194 Area F Rural Enderby One or more medium or large dogs River walk, home area A few times per week Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes Not sure Dog feces bags,Garbage cans Safety of dogs I would like a fully fenced area to let him run off leash safely.

195 Other
We own a business 
and work in Enderby. One or more medium or large dogs We walk the river trail, rail trail. Daily Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes An acre ? 

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Covered shelter,Access to drinking water,Regular 
bylaw officer presence to enforce rules,Parking spaces Dog feces and other trash

196 Other Canoe One or more small dogs Klahani dog park in S Canoe Daily Either of the above A longer drive 10 minutes I'm not sure I have a preference. 
Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Covered shelter,Access to drinking water,Regularly 
cleaned,Well maintained landscaping,Other I find the double gate essential to safe arrivals and departures. Safety of dogs

As a non-resident, it's probably not my place to comment. I just know I would absolutely 
drive to Enderby to use it at least 5 days a week.  

197 City of Enderby One or more small dogs Area next to the ball fields Daily
Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location A short walk 20 minutes At least the size of a ball field

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Access to drinking water,Regularly cleaned,A separate 
enclosure for small dogs Dog feces and other trash

We see many people on a daily basis out with their dogs so believe a dedicated area would 
be appreciated 

198 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Baseball diamond A few times per week Either of the above Not applicable The size of bx dog park in Vernon is amazing. 
Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Access to drinking water,Regularly cleaned,Flat grades 
that are easily accessible,Parking spaces,Covered shelter Dog feces and other trash I think it would be amazing. I think it would get alot of use as well. 

199 City of Enderby None of the above
I used to have a dog and I varied between off leash and on 
leash areas A few times per week Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes

Not less than an acre with shade trees and well 
drained, fenced preferably with water for dogs 
to drink if possible, need room for dogs to run 
and chase after balls or frisbee probably up to 3 
acres in size Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Access to drinking water,Parking spaces,Other

Some dog agility structures ( log for walking on or jumping over 
would be fun)  enforcement would be good but we could also 
encourage dog owners to  self police as well as remind other 
owners. To pick up. Dog feces and other trash,Other

I've used many dog parks and worst problems 
are owners not picking up and owners who do 
not control their dogs via voice command 
however as a dog owner whose dog had 
inconsistent recall it was wonderful to go 
some place wher my hi energy dog could run 
and socialize with other dogs It's a great idea and a much needed addition to the Enderby city amenities

200 Area F Rural Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Tuey park, our own property A few times per month Either of the above A longer drive 10 minutes Unsure, maybe 1 acre. Garbage cans,Parking spaces,Benches,Regularly cleaned Dog feces and other trash

201 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs River A few times per week Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes 1 acre
Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Tables,Regularly cleaned,Parking spaces,A separate 
enclosure for small dogs,Access to drinking water Safety of dogs,Loss of parkland for other purposes

202 Other I am in Ranchero One or more small dogs Mayfair, ganor A few times per week Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes
Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Access to drinking water,A separate enclosure for small 
dogs,Flat grades that are easily accessible,Parking spaces Dog feces and other trash,Safety of people,Safety of dogs

203 City of Enderby One or more small dogs Sicamous and Salmon Arm Daily Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Access to drinking water,Regularly cleaned No concerns
I think most dog owners are responsible and would welcome the park and also be willing to 
take care of it.

204 City of Enderby None of the above Never None of the above Not applicable Not applicable  I would not use a dog park Cost to construct I don't want space taken away from youth and adults recreation for pets.

205 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Reservoir, school or the beach Daily Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes 1 to 5 acres 

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Tables,Covered shelter,Access to drinking water,Well 
maintained landscaping,Regularly cleaned,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Parking 
spaces No concerns

206 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Our back yard or family acreage A few times per week
Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location A short walk 20 minutes

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Tables,Access to drinking water,Regularly cleaned,A 
separate enclosure for small dogs,Parking spaces No concerns

207 City of Enderby None of the above Never None of the above Not applicable Not applicable  I would not use a dog park
Noise,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash,Cost to construct,Cost to 
operate,Loss of parkland for other purposes

This would be an absolutely terrible waste of funds. Please consider using the funds 
elsewhere like towards the new pool, another field for baseball, a skate park.... As 
someone with children that are active members of the community and sports, I would 
rather see it utilized for the kids.

There is already the river walk, the dog section at tuey and I know it says no dogs allowed on 
the beach but let's face it, they're everywhere down there amongst the ppl and in the water. 

208 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs The water park or my moms yard A few times per week
Leasing land from a private property owner 
and constructing a dog park at that location A short walk 20 minutes

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Tables,Covered shelter,Access to drinking water,Well 
maintained landscaping,Regularly cleaned,A separate enclosure for small dogs Dog feces and other trash

209 Area F Rural Enderby None of the above I took my dog to the boat launch A few times per month
Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location A longer drive 10 minutes 3 to 5 acres

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Well maintained landscaping,A separate enclosure for 
small dogs,Regular bylaw officer presence to enforce rules Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash A terrine that is mixed like Winnipeg has

210 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Enderby lions ball diamonds Daily Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes 5 acres 
Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Tables,Access to drinking water,Well maintained 
landscaping,Regularly cleaned,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Parking spaces Dog feces and other trash

211 Area F Rural Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Near my house A few times per month Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes An acre or more
Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Access to drinking water,Regularly cleaned,Flat grades 
that are easily accessible,Parking spaces Safety of dogs,Dog feces and other trash

212 City of Enderby None of the above Never None of the above Not applicable Don't need one Not applicable  I would not use a dog park
Noise,Dog feces and other trash,Cost to construct,Cost to operate,Loss of parkland 
for other purposes

213 Other Grindrod One or more small dogs around our farm A few times per month Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes
Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Well maintained landscaping,Regularly cleaned,Flat 
grades that are easily accessible,Parking spaces Safety of dogs I think it would be great 

214 Area F Rural Enderby One or more small dogs River walk A few times per month Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Parking spaces Safety of dogs,Dog feces and other trash

215 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs
Salmon arm dog park, river walk or let run free at the baseball 
park Daily Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes

Big enough for dogs to run laps and have space 
for other dogs to do their business and play as 
well

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Access to drinking water,Well maintained 
landscaping,Regularly cleaned,Flat grades that are easily accessible,Parking spaces

A small fence area with gate to walk your dog in, lock the gate so 
they don't run. Than to have another gate to enter the dog space. 
Gives people space if they are leaving so all the other dogs 
won't escape. First gate area doesn't have to be huge only big 
enough for people to come in and out of comfortably. 6-10 feet x 
6 feet maybe? 

I think this would be a terrific addition to Enderby. Lots of dog owners would be nice to see 
dogs be able to run off leash somewhere comfortable where we can watch our animals.

216 Area F Rural Enderby One or more medium or large dogs A few times per week Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes Benches,Garbage cans,Dog feces bags,Parking spaces,A separate enclosure for small dogs Dog feces and other trash

217 Other Spallumcheen One or more medium or large dogs Mutrie Dog Park Vernon A few times per week Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes Big
Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Covered shelter,Access to drinking water,Well 
maintained landscaping,Regularly cleaned,Parking spaces Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash The more dog parks the better, good for travelers passing thru

218 Area F Rural Enderby
Hwy 97A & 
Springbend One or more medium or large dogs Just moved to the area A few times per week Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes

Access to drinking water,Well maintained landscaping,Regularly cleaned,Regular bylaw officer 
presence to enforce rules,Parking spaces Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash

I'm new to the area and think a dog park would bring residents and their fur babies would be 
a great opportunity to meet others . 

219 Area F Rural Enderby One or more medium or large dogs We just moved here so nowhere yet. A few times per week Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes ?
Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Access to drinking water,Well maintained 
landscaping,Regularly cleaned,Regular bylaw officer presence to enforce rules,Parking spaces Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash

We just moved to the Enderby area and would love to meet locals through our pets at the 
park. It's a great way to meet people . 

220 Area F Rural Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Own property acreage + friend's acreage A few times per year Either of the above Not applicable 1 - 2 acres
Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Access to drinking water,Regularly cleaned,Parking 
spaces,Regular bylaw officer presence to enforce rules Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash

221 Area F Rural Enderby One or more medium or large dogs
Everywhere, we walk through town, in the hills and at the 
beach A few times per year

Leasing land from a private property owner 
and constructing a dog park at that location Not applicable

It should be a good size. But I really wish you 
would consider better play grounds for children. 
We are missing the mark for them. Even a 
fenced park for kids so people's dogs will stop 
going to the bathroom and causing dangerous 
situations. 

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Tables,Covered shelter,Access to drinking water,Well 
maintained landscaping,Regularly cleaned,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Regular bylaw 
officer presence to enforce rules,Flat grades that are easily accessible,Parking spaces

Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash,Cost to construct,Cost to 
operate,Loss of parkland for other purposes

I really wish we would put money into children. I love the idea of a dog park but all of our 
play grounds need work. We also need a skate park and new ball diamond. There are a lot 
of spaces for dogs to go and play. The only reason why I would go to this park is if a friend 
wanted me to go. People already use the school as a dog park and we are constantly 
cleaning dog matter and dealing with aggressive dogs and our children. There is the river 
walk which is nice and flat to walk dogs. I don't feel like the park will be monitored and I feel 
like dogs are taking over all of our parks. Between aggressive dogs and dog poop being in all 
of our parks I'm quite sick of it. I wish we would prioritize our kids. 

222 Area F Rural Enderby None of the above A few times per month
Leasing land from a private property owner 
and constructing a dog park at that location A short drive 10 minutes Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Regularly cleaned,Parking spaces Dog feces and other trash,Loss of parkland for other purposes

I'd love for it to be a safe place for families and their pets. I worry about losing spaces for 
children to play so I think creating a new space would be great. 

223 Area F Rural Enderby None of the above A few times per month Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes 1/2 an acre or 1 acre

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Covered shelter,Access to drinking water,Well 
maintained landscaping,Regularly cleaned,Regular bylaw officer presence to enforce 
rules,Flat grades that are easily accessible Safety of dogs,Safety of people

224 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs The field by the sports complex Daily Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes
Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Access to drinking water,Regularly cleaned,Parking 
spaces,Flat grades that are easily accessible Safety of dogs,Loss of parkland for other purposes I think this would be great, so many dogs in the city and it would help support them.

225 Area F Rural Enderby One or more medium or large dogs A few times per year
Leasing land from a private property owner 
and constructing a dog park at that location A short drive 10 minutes

Garbage cans,Benches,Dog feces bags,Access to drinking water,A separate enclosure for 
small dogs,Parking spaces No concerns,Loss of parkland for other purposes

226 Other Vernon One or more medium or large dogs River walk, elementary school, rail trail A few times per month Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Flat grades that are easily accessible Safety of dogs,Dog feces and other trash



227 Area F Rural Enderby One or more small dogs
Armstrong then of course I buy my groceries over there at the 
same time Daily

Leasing land from a private property owner 
and constructing a dog park at that location Not applicable 2 - 4 acres

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Tables,Access to drinking water,A separate enclosure 
for small dogs,Parking spaces And a couple washrooms Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash

Greatful to be apart of this survey. Looking forward to the possibility of having a dog park in 
Enderby.... 

Any ideas when ?

228 City of Enderby None of the above A few times per year Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes 5 acres

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Tables,Well maintained landscaping,Access to 
drinking water,Regular bylaw officer presence to enforce rules,Regularly cleaned,Parking 
spaces Safety of people,Safety of dogs

I suggest that the city have a look at  Mutrie Road in east Vernon  43 Avenue x Mutrie Road  it 
is an example of a gated and fenced dog park. Some rules are that larger more aggressive 
dogs must be controlled in order not to affect smaller dogs and their owners. Aggressive 
behavior of untrained dogs will not be allowed. 

229 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Along the Riverwalk in Enderby Daily
Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location A short walk 20 minutes

At least the size of a ball diamond, perhaps a 
little larger.

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Covered shelter,Access to drinking water,Well 
maintained landscaping,Regularly cleaned,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Regular bylaw 
officer presence to enforce rules,Flat grades that are easily accessible,Parking spaces,Other

I don't believe that you need the bylaw officer at the dog park all 
the time, but it would be good for him /her to check now and 
again. Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash

I believe this would be used very frequently. We walk our dog twice a day along the 
Riverwalk except when it is extremely cold or warm. and we meet many people doing the 
same along the Riverwalk. We have met many wonderful people and dogs. 
We often MUST take our dog to Vernon or Kelowna for an off leash play. When we go to 
there, we also shop there ... we don't shop locally on those days. 
We have never had an issue with our or anyone else's dog in a dog park, and we have 
travelled in BC and into the US. 
We pay taxes to the City of Enderby and while you are considering another ball diamond 
here, they are vacant for most of the year. The ball players have dogs which they let loose 
and sometimes their feces are not picked up. In addition, the ball players often times 
urinate along the Riverwalk when we are walking our dog.

230 Other Armstrong One or more medium or large dogs IPE grounds A few times per month
Leasing land from a private property owner 
and constructing a dog park at that location A longer drive 10 minutes Size of bx dog park Access to drinking water,Parking spaces,Dog feces bags,Garbage cans Dog feces and other trash

231 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Salmon Arm and Armstrong A few times per week Either of the above A longer drive 10 minutes
Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Access to drinking water,A separate enclosure for small 
dogs,Well maintained landscaping,Parking spaces,Regularly cleaned No concerns

232 City of Enderby
One or more small dogs,One or more medium 
or large dogs

Walking the sidewalks in town. Playing at MVBeattie school. 
We don't have a location to socialize. A few times per week

Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location A short drive 10 minutes A large soccer field. Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Access to drinking water,Parking spaces,Other Double gated entrance Safety of dogs

I think this would be a great addition to our town. Currently MVBeattie school field is used 
by many pet owners and we (school employees) are frequently cleaning up poop on the 
school frowns. 

233 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Ball diamond Daily Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes About the size of a ball diamond 
Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Access to drinking water,A separate enclosure for 
small dogs No concerns

We absolutely need one! Enderby is growing but safe spaces to walk dogs off leash is 
dwindling

234 City of Enderby One or more small dogs RIVERSIDE RV PARK A few times per week Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes big as 2 baseball diamonds
Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Well maintained landscaping,Regularly cleaned,Regular bylaw 
officer presence to enforce rules,Parking spaces

Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash,Cost to construct,Cost to 
operate

235 Area F Rural Enderby One or more medium or large dogs rail trail and river walk

236 Area F Rural Enderby One or more medium or large dogs rail trail, river walk A few times per month
Leasing land from a private property owner 
and constructing a dog park at that location Not applicable Not applicable  I would not use a dog park No concerns

237 Area F Rural Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Trails on crown land A few times per week Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes

As big as possible. More people have dogs and 
they can't be fully exercised on leash. A tired 
dog is a good dog. Dog feces bags,Regularly cleaned,Parking spaces No concerns

Enderby is growing and this is a must. Residents have dogs and want to exercise them close 
to home. 

238 City of Enderby None of the above Never
Leasing land from a private property owner 
and constructing a dog park at that location Not applicable Not applicable  I would not use a dog park Loss of parkland for other purposes

239 Other Armstrong One or more small dogs Armstrong fairgrounds A few times per month Either of the above A longer drive 10 minutes
Comparable to the â€˜track' at the IPE grounds 
or to Mutrie dig park in Vernon

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Flat grades that are easily accessible,Parking spaces,Access to 
drinking water,Other Washroom Safety of dogs,Safety of people

240 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs
Field behind arena, riverwalk and rail trail, tuey beach dog only 
area A few times per week

Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location A short walk 20 minutes 1/2 acre-1 acre

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Covered shelter,Access to drinking water,Regularly 
cleaned,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Flat grades that are easily accessible,Other Agility items( jumps, tunnel, ladder walk, ) Safety of dogs,Dog feces and other trash,Other

Owners who have no control over their dogs 
and don't seem to care if their dog is bothering 
other dogs ( not social) Dog park needs

241 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Barns Park, Ball Diamond, Riverwalk A few times per week Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes at least an acre

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Access to drinking water,Well maintained 
landscaping,Regularly cleaned,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Parking spaces,Flat 
grades that are easily accessible,Regular bylaw officer presence to enforce rules,Covered 
shelter Safety of dogs,Safety of people

Dog parks are a great place for recreation, exercise and socialization of both dogs and their 
owners.   I could forsee it being a much used asset in our community.  I would use a local 
dog park on a very regular basis. 

242 City of Enderby None of the above None of the above

What a waste of money and park land.  There 
is so much much that needs to be done in the 
community that many more people would 
benefit from.  Grindrod has a park and if 
someone really wanted to let there dog run 
they could go there.  All money for recreation 
should be directed,to the pool  the. Unlike g 
and skating rink and other activies for people. 
Ot for a dog that could run in the country .  

243 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Riverwalk A few times per week
Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location A short drive 10 minutes

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Access to drinking water,A separate enclosure for 
small dogs,Flat grades that are easily accessible,Parking spaces,Well maintained 
landscaping,Regularly cleaned Trails Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash

244 City of Enderby One or more small dogs in my neighbourhood, rail trail, river walk Daily Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes
Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Access to drinking water,Regularly cleaned,A separate 
enclosure for small dogs Safety of dogs,Dog feces and other trash

245 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Along the Riverwalk in Enderby Daily
Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location A short walk 20 minutes As large as a ball diamond, or a little larger.

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Covered shelter,Access to drinking water,Well 
maintained landscaping,Regularly cleaned,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Regular bylaw 
officer presence to enforce rules,Parking spaces,Flat grades that are easily accessible,Other

Close to the downtown core as many seniors must walk to get to 
the dog park, Safety of dogs,Dog feces and other trash,Safety of people

I believe a dog park would be used very frequently. We walk our dog twice a day along the 
Riverwalk except when it is extremely cold or warm. We often MUST take our dog to Vernon 
or Kelowna to use an off leash park. When we go to Vernon or Kelowna, we also shop there 
... we don't shop locally on those days. We have never had an issue with our or anyone 
else's dog in a dog park, and we have travelled in BC and into the US. 
We pay taxes to the City of Enderby and while you are considering another ball diamond 
here, they are vacant for most of the year. The ball players have dogs which they let loose 
and sometimes their feces are not picked up. In addition, the ball players often times 
urinate along the Riverwalk when we are walking our dog, and I'm sure when people are 
with their children.

246 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Vernon or Salmon Arm A few times per week Either of the above Not applicable At least an acre Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Access to drinking water
Would love to stay in town to exercise our dogs. We utilize the waterwheel, and love it, but it 
isn't accessible all year, and with a toddler it can be dangerous. 

247 Area F Rural Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Never None of the above Not applicable Not applicable  I would not use a dog park Safety of dogs,Safety of people
Dog parks are known areas where dogs get into fights and are exposed to communicable 
illness. Please do not put in a dog park. 

248 Other Spallumcheen One or more medium or large dogs Forest roads A few times per month Either of the above A longer drive 10 minutes
Big enough for dogs to be off leash with safe 
zones Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Parking spaces Safety of dogs,Dog feces and other trash Happy to see this idea coming forward! 

249 Area F Rural Enderby One or more small dogs
Walking trails, but not keen on large dogs that are off leash 
that run ahead of owners. A few times per month Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes

It should be big enough to allow the number of 
dogs to run free and have space for "grouping".

Dog feces bags,Benches,Tables,Covered shelter,Access to drinking water,A separate 
enclosure for small dogs,Flat grades that are easily accessible,Parking spaces,Garbage cans Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash It's long overdue...

250 Area F Rural Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Salmon Arm tiny fenced area in Park A few times per month Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Regularly cleaned,Parking spaces Safety of dogs

251 Other Kelowna One or more small dogs Dog parks, around my neighborhood, city parks/trails A few times per week Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes
Spacious for numerous dogs to run and with 
trees for shade

Garbage cans,Access to drinking water,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Parking 
spaces,Other Trees Safety of dogs

As a traveller, I often look for dog parks as I travel through cities. Often , if you have to stop 
to let your dog out , you will also grab lunch, a coffee, or check out the shops. It's a good 
way to get people to stop in your town and spend some money.

252 City of Enderby None of the above Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Covered shelter,Access to drinking water,Well 
maintained landscaping,Regularly cleaned,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Parking 
spaces,Regular bylaw officer presence to enforce rules Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash

253 Other
Near salmon river 
road One or more medium or large dogs They park A few times per month Either of the above A longer drive 10 minutes

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Access to drinking water,Regularly cleaned,Flat grades 
that are easily accessible,Parking spaces,Regular bylaw officer presence to enforce rules Safety of dogs,Dog feces and other trash Would definitely use a fenced park in Enderby

254 Other North Spallumcheen One or more medium or large dogs Armstrong Fairgrounds, BX Creek Park A few times per month Either of the above A longer drive 10 minutes A couple of acres?
Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Access to drinking water,Flat grades that are easily 
accessible,Parking spaces No concerns Great idea!

255 City of Enderby None of the above A few times per week
Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location A short drive 10 minutes Not sure.

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Access to drinking water,Regularly cleaned,Parking 
spaces Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash,Cost to operate

256 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Vernon, Salmon Arm A few times per week Either of the above Not applicable foot ball size
Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Access to drinking water,A separate enclosure for 
small dogs,Parking spaces No concerns

257 Other Gardom Lake One or more medium or large dogs Trails/the lake Never None of the above Not applicable N/A Not applicable  I would not use a dog park
Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash,Cost to construct,Cost to 
operate,Loss of parkland for other purposes

258 City of Enderby One or more small dogs The Riverwalk and surrounding area Daily Either of the above Not applicable Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,A separate enclosure for small dogs Safety of dogs



259 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Around town or the elementary school A few times per year None of the above A short drive 10 minutes About the size of a ball diamond

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Well maintained landscaping,Regularly 
cleaned,Regular bylaw officer presence to enforce rules,Flat grades that are easily 
accessible,Parking spaces Dog feces and other trash,Safety of dogs,Cost to construct,Cost to operate,Other

People not cleaning up after there dogs. 
People poisoning dogs, people leaving trash 
laying around. Smell of dog feces in warmer 
weather. 

Most of the dog parks I've been to have dog feces laying everywhere because some Lazy 
dog owners dont clean up after there dogs. In the summer months or warmer months of the 
year it stinks and that smell can can be down right horrible. 

Some dog parks people have poisoned food and left it for dogs to eat in the dog park killing 
those dogs. 

Irresponsible dog owners can bring dogs that aren't friendly and dog fights can break out. 
Causing serious injury.

In a perfect world I would love a dog park because the idea of it is great, to be able to let a 
dog run around and play with others and it be clean and tidy. But the world we live in isn't 
perfect, giving people a dog park gives people too much freedom and that allows people to 
be irresponsible in my opinion. 

260 Area F Rural Enderby One or more small dogs Downtown Grindrod A few times per year Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes

Garbage cans,Benches,Access to drinking water,Regularly cleaned,A separate enclosure for 
small dogs,Regular bylaw officer presence to enforce rules,Flat grades that are easily 
accessible,Parking spaces,Dog feces bags Safety of dogs,Dog feces and other trash

261 City of Enderby One or more small dogs On the sidewalk on Salmon Arm Drive A few times per week Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes
I have an older dog who is low moving so it 
would not have to be too big.

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Access to drinking water,Regularly cleaned,A separate 
enclosure for small dogs,Parking spaces,Flat grades that are easily accessible,Covered 
shelter Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash

I think that a  well run dog park would be beneficial to the resident dog owners  as well as to 
visitors to the area.  

262 Area F Rural Enderby None of the above Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes Enough to accommodate larger dogs to run 

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Covered shelter,Access to drinking water,Well 
maintained landscaping,Regularly cleaned,Flat grades that are easily accessible,Parking 
spaces Dog feces and other trash,No concerns

263 Area F Rural Enderby One or more small dogs A few times per month Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes

It should be large with natural features like 
trees, not an empty field. Consider sun and rain  
shelter

Covered shelter,Access to drinking water,Dog feces bags,Garbage 
cans,Benches,Tables,Parking spaces Dog feces and other trash

Whatever you do please keep the beach access for dogs at Tuey ( paddle wheel)park as 
well.  That area is so well used and so appreciated by dog owners.
Please don't build a bare field park. Perhaps you could consider building paths and an open 
area through a wooded area up a small incline with trees and natural features that make it 
interesting for both the dogs and the people.

264 Other Armstrong One or more small dogs
Enderby - River Walk, Dog Beach, Downtown, anywhere with a 
sidewalk

265 Other Armstrong One or more small dogs River Walk, Dog Beach, Any Sidewalk..... A few times per month Either of the above
It doesn't have to be large, but enough to get up 
a good run. Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Access to drinking water,Parking spaces Safety of dogs,Dog feces and other trash

I visit Enderby often with my dogs, and like to give them a variety of places to run off leash if 
possible.  They also love your river!

266 Area F Rural Enderby
Farm 5 minutes from 
town on fortune road One or more medium or large dogs Riverwalk. Back Enderby Road. Fortune Road Never

267 Other armstrong 
One or more small dogs,One or more medium 
or large dogs ipe grounds. or dog part of river A few times per week Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Parking spaces,Access to drinking water Dog feces and other trash

268 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Salmon arm dog park, hikes A few times per month Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes No less then an acre
Dog feces bags,Benches,Garbage cans,Regularly cleaned,Regular bylaw officer presence to 
enforce rules,Flat grades that are easily accessible,Parking spaces,Other Fenced Safety of dogs,Dog feces and other trash,Cost to construct,Other Lack of owner responsibility 

269 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Ball Diamonds A few times per week Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes a couple acres
Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Well maintained landscaping,Regularly cleaned,A separate 
enclosure for small dogs,Flat grades that are easily accessible Safety of dogs,Safety of people

270 Area F Rural Enderby One or more medium or large dogs down side roads and hiking trails Never None of the above Not applicable
Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Regularly cleaned,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Parking 
spaces,Access to drinking water

Dog feces and other trash,Loss of parkland for other purposes,Cost to operate,Cost 
to construct,Safety of dogs,Safety of people

271 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Yes A few times per month Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes At least 2 acres 

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Access to drinking water,Well maintained 
landscaping,Regularly cleaned,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Regular bylaw officer 
presence to enforce rules,Parking spaces Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash

272 Area F Rural Enderby None of the above Walk grand dog on leash A few times per year Either of the above Not applicable
About the size of the number 3 diamond at the 
park. Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches No concerns

I feel it would be a great idea, but another ball diamond - new pool and fixing the arena 
would be top priorities.

273 City of Enderby One or more small dogs Never
Leasing land from a private property owner 
and constructing a dog park at that location A short walk 20 minutes n/a

Not applicable  I would not use a dog park,Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Access to drinking 
water,Regularly cleaned,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Regular bylaw officer presence 
to enforce rules,Flat grades that are easily accessible,Parking spaces

Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash,Cost to construct,Cost to operate,Loss of 
parkland for other purposes

274 City of Enderby
One or more small dogs,One or more medium 
or large dogs Behind arena and down Riverwalk to Kildonan. A few times per week

Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location A short walk 20 minutes Baseball field size. Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Covered shelter,Access to drinking water No concerns

The vacant space between the ball park and Riverwalk would do well.  Many use this area 
already.

275 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Tuey Park Daily
Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location A short drive 10 minutes Minimum 2-3 acres Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Access to drinking water,Parking spaces No concerns Would love another option to walk my dog and have her socialize!

276 City of Enderby One or more small dogs Riverwalk and at the ball park behind the fields Daily Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes
Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Tables,Covered shelter,Access to drinking water,A 
separate enclosure for small dogs,Parking spaces,Flat grades that are easily accessible Dog feces and other trash,Safety of dogs

277 Area F Rural Enderby Gunter-Ellison rd One or more medium or large dogs
Summer is the only time we can take our dog to a park, by the 
beach at Tuey park A few times per week

Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location A short drive 10 minutes Not size but fenced in Dog feces bags,Garbage cans

278 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs A few times per week Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes
Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Covered shelter,Regularly cleaned,A separate 
enclosure for small dogs,Flat grades that are easily accessible,Parking spaces Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash

279 City of Enderby One or more small dogs A few times per week
Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location A short walk 20 minutes

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Covered shelter,Access to drinking water,Well 
maintained landscaping,Regularly cleaned,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Flat grades 
that are easily accessible,Parking spaces,Other Gates that are easily opened and closed Dog feces and other trash,Cost to operate,Loss of parkland for other purposes,Other taking land away from "people" use!

280 City of Enderby One or more small dogs
East on Kildonan, south on the River walk, west on Regent, 
north on Brickyard, NE on Crescent Dr. 

281 Other Work in Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Field behind the ball diamonds A few times per week Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes
Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Flat grades that are easily accessible,Parking spaces,A separate 
enclosure for small dogs Safety of dogs,Dog feces and other trash

282 Area F Rural Enderby
One or more medium or large dogs,One or more 
small dogs At their Home A few times per week Either of the above A longer drive 10 minutes 5 acres

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Well maintained landscaping,Regularly cleaned,A 
separate enclosure for small dogs,Flat grades that are easily accessible No concerns It would be wonderful & I'm sure we'll used & appreciated!!

283 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs School fields A few times per week Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes 2+ acres

284 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Tuey park, reservoir park at top of Johnston Ave. A few times per week
Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location A short drive 10 minutes

Half a soccer field minimum. If there is no room 
for the dogs to run it serves no purpose.

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Regular bylaw officer presence to enforce rules,Regularly 
cleaned Safety of dogs

People need somewhere to exercise their dogs. Exercised dogs are better behaved dogs. If 
no space is provided people will use non designated spaces. Grass will be impossible to 
maintain under heavy use unless the area is large enough. Have seen mulch or gravel used 
instead. I have concerns about dogs who are poorly behaved and may bite other dogs. Dog 
parks are a hotbed for conflict. Still think the benefits outweigh the risks.

285 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Around town, throw the ball at the school A few times per month Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes A couple acres
Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Parking spaces,Well maintained landscaping,Access to drinking 
water,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Other Fenced off completely Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash

Would absolutely love having a place to let my dogs off leash, my main concern would be 
some people are not smart with their own animals, it would almost be nice to have an area 
that's enclosed for dogs that may not be as good with other dogs to have an opportunity for 
those anti social pups to play

286 Other Spallumcheen One or more medium or large dogs BX Ranch, Vernon A few times per month Either of the above A longer drive 10 minutes

Large enough for medium-large dogs to run - 
and have space to get away from others if 
needed.  Size of Mutrie Dog Park in Vernon at a 
minimum.

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Regularly cleaned,Flat grades that are easily accessible,Parking 
spaces,Benches

Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash,Cost to construct,Cost to 
operate

Would love river access.
Thanks for the opportunity to participate in the survey!

287 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Random fields when no one is around- very inconvient Daily Either of the above Not applicable
Enough to be able to do your own thing if you 
want and be able to throw a ball around 

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Access to drinking water,Well maintained landscaping,Regularly 
cleaned,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Parking spaces Dog feces and other trash I would love it and use it all the time it sucks not having one accessible 

288 Other Armstrong One or more medium or large dogs IPE at 6am to avoid rude dogs, South Canoe trails or Vernon A few times per month Either of the above A longer drive 10 minutes

It should have a large dog area and a small dog 
area. At least an acre or two, similar to Mutrie or 
BX in Vernon

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Tables,Covered shelter,Access to drinking water,A 
separate enclosure for small dogs,Parking spaces,Other,Well maintained 
landscaping,Regularly cleaned Washroom/outhouse Dog feces and other trash,No concerns

I hope you put one in. I'd really like another option to go to and one that is completely 
fenced and specific to dogs and not shared with horses or other community events, like in 
Armstrong. 

289 City of Enderby One or more small dogs Ball field Daily
Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location A short drive 10 minutes

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Covered shelter,Access to drinking water,A separate enclosure 
for small dogs,Flat grades that are easily accessible,Parking spaces

Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash,Loss of parkland for other 
purposes

Felt like this survey came out for only 1 day?  
How fair is that?
Would also love to see it plowed in winter, not whole area, once around, a circle be great.
Thank you for doing a survey.
Be a great asset to community, so many homes with dogs.  And absolutely designated 
small dog area,  huge

290 City of Enderby One or more small dogs Ball filed be hind arena A few times per week Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes 1 acre

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Well maintained landscaping,A separate enclosure for small 
dogs,Regular bylaw officer presence to enforce rules,Flat grades that are easily 
accessible,Parking spaces Safety of dogs,Dog feces and other trash

Safe and well maintained park.  Easy walking for seniors, lots of seniors with small dogs in 
enderby.
great for socializing pets and people.
Signs posting if dogs unsocialized or pose a threat refrain from dog park.

291 City of Enderby
One or more small dogs,One or more medium 
or large dogs Our yard A few times per week

Leasing land from a private property owner 
and constructing a dog park at that location Not applicable

Parking spaces,Regularly cleaned,Access to drinking water,Garbage cans,Dog feces 
bags,Covered shelter,Other Washrooms Loss of parkland for other purposes



292 City of Enderby One or more small dogs Never Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes
Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Well maintained landscaping,Parking spaces,Flat 
grades that are easily accessible

Cost to operate,Cost to construct,Dog feces and other trash,Loss of parkland for 
other purposes

I walk the river walk often and, personally, keep my dog on leash but understand that many 
do like off-leash play, and therefore I feel a dog park close to the river walk would be well 
utilized. However, I feel that ball park land is prime land for ball, and would hate to see 
usable land in that park lost as there is definitely growing demand for ball fields (both in 
and out of town). 

For a dog park: I heard a suggestion to use the grassy areas behind the south end of the 
curling rink, in beside/behind the outdoor washrooms. If this is deemed large enough, it 
might be worth considering as this space is otherwise unused and not useful in easing the 
constraints on our facilities. It is already in part developed. It would need to be fenced 
though, being that a lot of ball spectators gather right beside this area, but perhaps a 
fenced walkway behind the fields (beside the townhouse fence-line) could lead to this 
space from the River Walk. 
My dream: The land known for being owned by the Raboux family,  at the end of Regent, 
would be prime park land if the city could attain it and use it as a mixed space for both 
families and dogs. This would also be a great stop point along the Rail Trail (I envision 
picnic tables and washrooms). I suggest the city at least approaches the owners of this 
land to see if they would consider donating (even some or in-part) this land for park use, 
perhaps in their family name. It's a big "ask"� or dream, but if we don't ask or plan, we don't 
get! 
Open land in Enderby is limited, so i would like  to see that the best use of our spaces are 
used in planning even if these plans mean they we cannot develop these areas now. I'd 
rather that we hold a strong vision of what we want for our community and get there 
eventually, than make decisions that just satisfy current wants without long-term vision. 

293 Other Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Salmon Arm A few times per month Either of the above Not applicable 10+acres
Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Well maintained landscaping,Regularly cleaned,A separate 
enclosure for small dogs,Parking spaces Dog feces and other trash,Cost to operate,Cost to construct

Major concern is how this would impact taxes. Also the dog parks in Salmon Arm are 
terrible, extremely dirty and poor layouts. Have been to many dog parks and I'd suggest 
looking at the dog parks in Leduc AB and Edmonton AB they are clean, very large and the 
very best example of what dog parks should be. 

294 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs BX dog park in Vernon Daily Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes Medium to large 

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Covered shelter,Access to drinking water,Well 
maintained landscaping,Regularly cleaned,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Parking 
spaces Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Cost to construct

295 Area F Rural Enderby One or more medium or large dogs On our property A few times per year Either of the above Not applicable 5 acres
Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Parking spaces,Regular bylaw officer presence to enforce 
rules,Well maintained landscaping Safety of dogs,Dog feces and other trash

You need to think through the rules for a dog park. Most people do not understand what 
potentially aggressive behaviors look like and many people presume too let their dogs roam 
uncontrolled at dog parks.  This is a mistake. Dogs must always be controllable by their 
bosses.  I think you could provide people with a pamphlet describing dog behavior and 
require them to read it.  

296 Area F Rural Enderby One or more medium or large dogs On leash near my house A few times per month Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes 2 acres or larger Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Regularly cleaned,Parking spaces Safety of dogs

297 Other Hullcar Rd 
One or more medium or large dogs,One or more 
small dogs At home or if I go to Vernon or Kelowna, their dog parks. A few times per week Either of the above A longer drive 10 minutes

Large enough for a group of dogs to run around 
and not knock people over walking the loop. 

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Regular bylaw officer 
presence to enforce rules,Parking spaces An area for parents to have their children. Safety of dogs,Safety of people

 Too many times have I seen children hurt or 
bit.  It's not a dogs fault when you bring young 
children to a dog park.  It's not a playground.  
You don't bring dogs to a child's playground.  
No children should be allowed in the park, 
even with a parent.  

It's a wonderful place for people to meet.  It allows seniors to get out and get their dogs out, 
even if their not able to walk them.  

298 Other

Live in Armstrong - 
work and own 
business in Enderby 
(bring my dog to 
Enderby every day) One or more medium or large dogs River, Ball Park, Rail Trail, River Walk Daily None of the above A short walk 20 minutes Dog feces bags,Garbage cans Cost to construct,Cost to operate

Even as a dog owner in Enderby who walks my dog every day in town, I do not feel there is a 
need for a dog park.  There are many excellent spaces and trails for dogs to walk/socialize 
already in place in town. 
I think the town could better utilize it's funds elsewhere to help the people and town of 
Enderby. 

299 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Walk the river walk A few times per week Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes Fairly big 
Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Tables,Covered shelter,Access to drinking 
water,Regularly cleaned,Well maintained landscaping Safety of dogs,Dog feces and other trash

300 City of Enderby
One or more small dogs,One or more medium 
or large dogs Ball Park A few times per week Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes The size of o e ball field. 

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Covered shelter,Access to drinking water,Parking 
spaces No concerns

301 Area F Rural Enderby One or more medium or large dogs to my mailbox and back A few times per month Either of the above A longer drive 10 minutes
Maybe the size of the skatepark, so there's room 
to run around

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Tables,Access to drinking water,Regularly cleaned,A separate 
enclosure for small dogs,Well maintained landscaping,Parking spaces,Covered shelter No concerns

302 Other
Between Armstrong 
and Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Home A few times per month Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Access to drinking water,Parking spaces Safety of dogs

303 City of Enderby None of the above Never None of the above Not applicable Not applicable  I would not use a dog park,Dog feces bags,Garbage cans
Dog feces and other trash,Loss of parkland for other purposes,Cost to operate,Cost 
to construct

304 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs To the River Never None of the above Not applicable Not applicable  I would not use a dog park Safety of dogs,Dog feces and other trash,Safety of people
I would never use a dog park.  That is a disaster waiting to happen weather it be with the 
dogs, which is very probable, but also with the humans who have no control over their dogs.

305 City of Enderby Never
Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location A short walk 20 minutes Not applicable  I would not use a dog park Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Loss of parkland for other purposes,Other Not friendly dogs off leash 

Build an additional ball field in that space and use the lot beside the arena on the corner of 
Kate & Kildonan for a dog park. Everyone gets what they want.  

306 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Ball diamonds, Salmon Arm Dog Park, School Daily Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes
Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Regularly cleaned,Flat grades that are easily accessible,Parking 
spaces,Benches No concerns

307 Other
Vernon- work in 
Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Rail trail, provincial parks A few times per month

Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location A short walk 20 minutes &amp;gt; 1 acre Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Tables,Access to drinking water,Parking spaces,Other SHADE!!!  Fully fenced. Safety of dogs Would be a great addition to the community.

308 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs My neighborhood A few times per week Either of the above A longer drive 10 minutes
I think just a fenced in. Area no bigger than a ball 
diamond Garbage cans,Access to drinking water,A separate enclosure for small dogs Safety of dogs,Dog feces and other trash No

309 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Salmon Arm Drive to MV Beattie on weekends A few times per week
Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location A short walk 20 minutes

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Access to drinking water,Flat grades that are easily 
accessible,Parking spaces,Not applicable  I would not use a dog park Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash

310 City of Enderby None of the above Never None of the above Not applicable

Garbage cans,Dog feces bags,Access to drinking water,Regularly cleaned,Well maintained 
landscaping,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Regular bylaw officer presence to enforce 
rules,Parking spaces,Flat grades that are easily accessible

Dog feces and other trash,Cost to construct,Cost to operate,Loss of parkland for 
other purposes

It seems we need to spend our city money on park for children and adults.  We could use a 
community garden space and ball Diamond space long before a run spot for dogs.

311 City of Enderby None of the above Reservoir. Around town. Never None of the above Not applicable
Dog feces and other trash,Safety of people,Safety of dogs,Loss of parkland for other 
purposes

312 Area F Rural Enderby None of the above I walk my brothers dogs along the riverwalk A few times per week Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes 1.5 acre Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Access to drinking water,Parking spaces No concerns
Construct a dog park in Riverside Park by the ball fields. Work with Splatsin to enhance the 
Splatsin ball field and make it accessible to Enderby user groups

313 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Daily Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes
Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Access to drinking water,Regularly cleaned,Parking 
spaces No concerns

314 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Watershed Road Daily Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes A couple of acres.
Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Access to drinking water,A separate enclosure for small 
dogs,Parking spaces,Regularly cleaned,Flat grades that are easily accessible No concerns

There are a lot of people who would make use of a dog park that currently uses the ball 
parks.  Great idea!

315 City of Enderby One or more small dogs Waterwheel,,Riverwslk, mountain trails and rail trail. A few times per week Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes
Minimum 1 acre. Must have separate small dog 
area 

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Access to drinking water,Benches,A separate enclosure for 
small dogs,Flat grades that are easily accessible,Parking spaces,Other,Regularly cleaned

Smaller park needs walking path and should be snow plowed in 
winter. Safety of dogs,Safety of people

As long as dog park doesn't restrict access to 
the waterwheel or other public dog friendly 
areas 

I feel confident it will get used as there are many dog owners in the area. There once was 
an area proposed out by the river on brickyard road at industrial park that would have been 
good. Also the many river accesses in the city and area could be.utilized by the public for 
dogs and people to swim. Those river accesses have been underused..

316 City of Enderby One or more small dogs Elementary School field, city pathways A few times per week Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes
About the size of the park on the highway, less 
the area of the pool and water park

Garbage cans,Dog feces bags,Benches,Well maintained landscaping,Flat grades that are 
easily accessible,Parking spaces No concerns I think a dog park in Enderby is an excellent idea! 

317 Area F Rural Enderby One or more medium or large dogs
Neighborhood Streets, Field by the Ball Diamonds, Riverwalk, 
Salmon Arm and Vernon Dog parks A few times per month Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes The open area by the Ball Diamonds

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Access to drinking water,Well maintained landscaping,Regularly 
cleaned,Parking spaces Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash A dog park would help in keeping people with dogs off the ball fields 

318 Other Sicamous One or more medium or large dogs Rivertrail A few times per year Either of the above A longer drive 10 minutes 2acres Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Parking spaces,Other Trees/shade Safety of dogs
This would be great spot to stop on way through as I travel by quite a bit and look for 
somewhere to get my dog out for excercise.

319 Area F Rural Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Salmon arm dog park A few times per week Either of the above Not applicable A couple acres minimum 
Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Access to drinking water,Well maintained 
landscaping,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Parking spaces,Regularly cleaned,Other Trees No concerns Happy to see this is a possibility for Enderby. 

320 City of Enderby None of the above Never
Leasing land from a private property owner 
and constructing a dog park at that location A short drive 10 minutes

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Regularly cleaned,Regular bylaw officer presence to 
enforce rules,Parking spaces Noise,Dog feces and other trash Keep it out of any existing recreational areas. Keep it away from residential areas. 

321 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Walk on streets and Barnes Park A few times per week Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes A hectare
Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Parking spaces,Access to 
drinking water,Benches Safety of dogs

322 City of Enderby None of the above Never None of the above Not applicable Not applicable  I would not use a dog park
Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash,Cost to construct,Cost to operate,Loss of 
parkland for other purposes,Noise

We feel that money would be better spent on our infrastructure.... or putting money toward 
recreation facilities ie. our pool and arena.......this would benefit everyone.  

323 City of Enderby None of the above Don't have one because there's no dog park to let off leash. Daily
Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location A short drive 10 minutes 3 acres Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Flat grades that are easily accessible,Parking spaces Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash

Well overdue. Dogs in shelter would habe a better chance of finding a  home if people have 
somewhere to take them.
Social side is the Lonely People can meet like minded friends.

324 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Above Johnston ave at 'the reservoir' A few times per week Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Parking spaces No concerns



325 Other
Gardom Lake, 
Enderby address. 

One or more small dogs,One or more medium 
or large dogs South Cane trails. Little Mountain A few times per month

Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location A short drive 10 minutes

Big enough that you can get away from a group 
of dogs. Maybe baseball diamond sized or a bit 
bigger. Dog feces bags,Access to drinking water,Other

Some trees or shade would be nice. A natural landscape would 
be more appealing than a manicured  grass or landscaping . 
Having more than one access point would be nice, since people 
often congregate around one gate, it would be nice to enter 
through a quieter gate Cost to construct,Cost to operate

326 City of Enderby River walk Daily
Leasing land from a private property owner 
and constructing a dog park at that location A short walk 20 minutes

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Regularly cleaned,Regular bylaw officer presence to enforce 
rules,Parking spaces,Flat grades that are easily accessible Loss of parkland for other purposes

Something needs to be done in Enderby as people allow there dogs off leash way to often. 
People are scared of dogs and owners do not care. It's become a safety concern as a 
resident who feels unsafe on the trail walk as well now. I'd like to know where is safe for 
pedestrians to walk without dogs off leash?!?!

327 Area F Rural Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Family members A few times per month Either of the above A longer drive 10 minutes
Benches,Access to drinking water,Parking spaces,Flat grades that are easily accessible,Dog 
feces bags No concerns

328 City of Enderby None of the above Never None of the above Not applicable Not applicable  I would not use a dog park
Dog feces and other trash,Cost to construct,Cost to operate,Loss of parkland for 
other purposes

329 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Behind the ice arena Daily Either of the above Not applicable 2 or 3 acres Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Access to drinking water,Regularly cleaned,Parking spaces Loss of parkland for other purposes Go council!

330 City of Enderby One or more small dogs He's still in my home country but i'm planning to get him. Daily
Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location A short walk 20 minutes 1500 sq. m.

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Tables,Covered shelter,Access to drinking water,Well 
maintained landscaping,Regularly cleaned,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Regular bylaw 
officer presence to enforce rules,Flat grades that are easily accessible,Parking spaces,Other playground for dogs Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash,Other

small and large dogs should have different 
parks Dogs will be very happy to experience this in the future. Thank you City of Enderby! 

331 City of Enderby None of the above Never None of the above Not applicable Not applicable  I would not use a dog park
Cost to construct,Cost to operate,Loss of parkland for other purposes,Dog feces and 
other trash

We do not need a dog park in Enderby, as there other  project's that money could be used 
for, and that benefit more people.
As a dog park only benefit's a few dog owners.
Besides who is going to clean up the mess that will be left by the dog owners, as you also 
know a lot of dog owners do not pick up there dog waste. When I was going for walks 
I saw a lot of dog poop the dog owners did not pick up .
To put it blunt it is a waste of taxpayers money.
That money could be used for infrastructure or the pool or another bal diamond.

332 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs We walk on leash around town in various areas. A few times per month Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Regularly cleaned,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Benches Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash,Noise

333 City of Enderby
One or more small dogs,One or more medium 
or large dogs Walks on leash, dog parks, Enderby reservoir, hiking trails A few times per week

Leasing land from a private property owner 
and constructing a dog park at that location A short drive 10 minutes

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Well maintained landscaping,A separate enclosure for 
small dogs,Parking spaces,Other,Regularly cleaned Porta potty Safety of dogs,Safety of people

I'm concerned that people don't understand or 
have the knowledge that only well trained and 
well behaved dogs should be in an off leash 
park. So many people let their dogs off then 
get on their phones and aren't paying attention 
to their dog. 

I do not support the dog park at the ball fields for a few reasons. 
We need more playing fields for kids/adults. 
I'd hate to think people think it's a glorified play pen for their dog while they go play ball
It's currently used for a warm up space when we host tournaments 

There is a few other spaces in enderby that I see could work. 
First Nations ball field
The Enderby chapel property behind MV Beattie. 
The reservoir (except there is no parking)

334 City of Enderby One or more small dogs Ballpark and river walk Daily Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes
At least an acre but that would be dependent on 
how many will use and size of dogs 

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Access to drinking water,Well maintained 
landscaping,Regularly cleaned,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Parking spaces,Flat 
grades that are easily accessible

Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash,Cost to construct,Cost to 
operate

335 City of Enderby None of the above Either of the above Not applicable
Not applicable  I would not use a dog park,Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Regularly 
cleaned,Regular bylaw officer presence to enforce rules Safety of dogs,Safety of people

although we don't have any dogs  we still think it is a good idea to have a dog park, where 
folks can take their pets . 

336 Other Salmon arm One or more small dogs
South canoe trails, bird sanctuary, walking trails around town, 
salmon arm fair grounds A few times per week Either of the above A longer drive 10 minutes At least an acre Garbage cans,Other Fully enclosed with fencing Other Fully contained 

337 Area F Rural Enderby One or more medium or large dogs
We live rural so he gets lots but for socialization we take him 
to vernon A few times per month Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes

They need to be able to run so a small section is 
not useful. Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Regularly cleaned,Access to drinking water,Parking spaces Safety of dogs,Cost to operate

338 Area F Rural Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Tuey off leash dog park Never None of the above A short drive 10 minutes We already have one Dog feces bags
Safety of dogs,Dog feces and other trash,Cost to construct,Loss of parkland for other 
purposes

We already have one very close to where they are wanting another. Maybe make the tuey 
park one known better, and revamp that one a bit. Leave the ball park for sports which this 
community needs just as much. 

339 Area F Rural Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Local trails A few times per month Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes 2 acres
Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Flat grades that 
are easily accessible,Parking spaces Safety of dogs

340 City of Enderby One or more small dogs Ball fields Daily Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes
Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Well maintained landscaping,Regularly cleaned,A 
separate enclosure for small dogs,Parking spaces Safety of dogs

341 City of Enderby One or more small dogs Vernon or Salmon Arm parks A few times per week
Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location A short drive 10 minutes 70sq ft

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Covered shelter,A separate enclosure for small 
dogs,Flat grades that are easily accessible Safety of dogs,Cost to construct

342 City of Enderby None of the above Never Either of the above Not applicable Not applicable  I would not use a dog park Dog feces and other trash,Cost to operate,Safety of people,Safety of dogs
I think a dog park could be great to bring people together in the community more with a 
common gathering ground. 

343 Other Salmon Arm One or more medium or large dogs Back yard A few times per week Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes Big Garbage cans,Benches,Covered shelter,Regularly cleaned,Parking spaces No concerns Build it and build it now 

344 City of Enderby One or more small dogs
MV Beattie school and the ball parks and yes, I do pick up after 
my dog.

345 City of Enderby None of the above I used to walk my dog on the road Never Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Covered shelter,Access to drinking water,Well 
maintained landscaping,Regularly cleaned,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Parking 
spaces Dog feces and other trash,Cost to construct,Safety of dogs,Noise Though I do not have a dog a present, I may have in the future

346 City of Enderby None of the above A few times per year
Leasing land from a private property owner 
and constructing a dog park at that location A longer drive 10 minutes

As big as necessary but NOT within the 
city...because most dog owners do not pick up 
after their dogs.

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Access to drinking water,A separate enclosure for 
small dogs,Regular bylaw officer presence to enforce rules,Parking spaces Dog feces and other trash,Safety of people,Other

I've taken my granddaughter walking along the 
Riverwalk many times and in the ball 
diamonds where a lot of people have their 
dogs off leash and they run and jump and 
knock her down just about every time just 
doesn't seem right that people can just off 
leash their dogs whenever they want because 
you never know what and how they're going to 
react...

347 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Sidewalks A few times per week Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes A soccer field or bigger
Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Tables,Covered shelter,Access to drinking water,Well 
maintained landscaping,Regularly cleaned,Flat grades that are easily accessible Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash

348 City of Enderby One or more small dogs Along the riverwalk and along Salmon Arm Drive Never None of the above Not applicable Not applicable  I would not use a dog park
Safety of dogs,Dog feces and other trash,Cost to construct,Cost to operate,Loss of 
parkland for other purposes

349 Other
I visit Enderby very 
often One or more medium or large dogs Salmon Arm off leash dog park A few times per week

Leasing land from a private property owner 
and constructing a dog park at that location A short walk 20 minutes 2 acres

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Covered shelter,Access to drinking water,Well 
maintained landscaping,Regularly cleaned,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Parking 
spaces

350 Area F Rural Enderby One or more medium or large dogs A few times per year
Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Access to drinking water,Regularly cleaned,Regular 
bylaw officer presence to enforce rules,Parking spaces

351 City of Enderby One or more small dogs River walk A few times per week Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes 1 acre
Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Benches,Access to drinking 
water,Covered shelter Safety of dogs,Dog feces and other trash

352 City of Enderby None of the above Friend's dogs ... we walk in park behind the arena A few times per week
Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location A short walk 20 minutes

Current area available in the ball park at the 
arena is fine Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Regularly cleaned,Parking spaces

We have all of the above at the ball park behind the arena.  A 
little shade might be nice. Loss of parkland for other purposes,Cost to construct

If we use the area in the ball park that dozens of local people currently use to walk their 
dogs, there will be no loss of parkland, and cost to construct will be at a minimum.  

353 Area F Rural Enderby One or more medium or large dogs
I tend to keep them home due to the lack of proper dog parks 
in and around Enderby Daily Either of the above Not applicable A few acres at least of fenced land

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Regular bylaw officer 
presence to enforce rules,Parking spaces,Flat grades that are easily accessible,Regularly 
cleaned,Well maintained landscaping,Access to drinking water No concerns I think it's a great idea because it's much needed in a community of dog lovers! 

354 City of Enderby None of the above Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Tables,Covered shelter,Access to drinking water,Well 
maintained landscaping,Regularly cleaned,Flat grades that are easily accessible,Parking 
spaces,Other Other

All benched, shelters, tables need to be 
painted in a bright colour that dogs can see so 
that when they are running around they don't 
run into the objects 

All benched, shelters, tables need to be painted in a bright colour that dogs can see so that 
when they are running around they don't run into the objects, this has happened in other 
dog parks due to objects being painted black, green, or dark colours that dogs can't see and 
blend in with the grass 

355 City of Enderby One or more small dogs
Up & down the street- no socializing with other dogs. Don't 
trust the dog to come back if I let him off leash. A few times per week Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes

Large enough to give space for many dogs to 
occupy the same space. Please use the 
example of Mutrie Dog Park in Vernon. This is a 
wonderful fenced space in city limits! Looking to 
other cities for examples is a great way to learn 
about what works and what doesn't.

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Covered shelter,Access to drinking water,Well 
maintained landscaping,Regularly cleaned,Flat grades that are easily accessible,Parking 
spaces,Other

Accessibility features for people with disabilities. There is Zero 
reason why city planning should forget to be inclusive for 
EVERYONE. Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash

A much needed service that we would get a lot of use out of. But, it must be maintained or 
else people will stop using it. All will be moot.



356 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs River walk Riverside Park Never None of the above Not applicable At least 5 acres
If owners have control of their animals, no fence required and 
no need to be cleaned by city employees at a cost of $

Safety of dogs,Cost to construct,Cost to operate,Loss of parkland for other 
purposes,Noise,Dog feces and other trash,Safety of people,Other

how does a small dog get away from an 
aggressive dog if fenced

A working curling rink, a working skating rink and a working swimming pool ARE far more 
important. If I am responsible for other people that desecrate a park  who will hold the 
owners responsible to clean up after their dogs. Is this a dog only park, can I bring a poorly 
trained pit bull? Has to be rules and constant enforcement. Raise the cost of a license by 
 $50.00 dollars a year to see if the dog owners will happily pay for this unmanageable cost. 
Maybe a $500.00 fine for animals without a license  If  the city does not clean up the dog 
park then dog owners won't bring dogs to the dog park so no dog park is necessary. How 
about posting the cost of this idiot idea. Not just construction costs but  yearly upkeep. User 
pay works for me.  Bylaw officers are only as good as the city they are hired by. If City of 
Enderby will not enforce the bylaw, why have them. When was the last time a bylaw was 
enforced by other than toothless city employees that are held back by councils that do not 
have money to fight in court. The cutting and trimming of a 5 acre parcel will have a huge 
impact on the majority tax payers that don't have a dog or would use the dog park because 
of all the feces on the lawn area. The city of Salmon Arm let their parks plan use be 
designed toward soccer rather than baseball. We would get far more use from a 4th ball 
diamond than a place to walk dogs. There is a rail trail that would be ideal for walking 
animals, and the owners would get exercise as well . There is a very good reason Enderby 
won the Participaction contest a few ago. 
years ago.

357 Area F Rural Enderby One or more small dogs Ball Park field outside the diamonds A few times per week None of the above A short drive 10 minutes
Large enough for them to run when using a 
Chuck-it. Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Access to drinking water,Parking spaces Dog feces and other trash

What is wrong with using the field adjacent to the Ballpark? It is big enough and there are 
poopbags and garbage cans there now. 

358 City of Enderby None of the above Never
Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location Not applicable

The dog park should not be in or near a 
residential area.  There is enough dog feces left 
on the streets.

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Well maintained landscaping,Regularly cleaned,Regular bylaw 
officer presence to enforce rules Noise,Dog feces and other trash,Cost to construct,Cost to operate,Other Dog owners not using the dog park.

Residents have said there was a dog park by the river, which  is now in disrepair.  Concern 
is, will dog owners use a dog park being that dog owners walk their dogs unleashed on city 
property (area by the top water reservoir) city sideways and use Francis Dr as a "dog park" 
to run and leave feces.  The amount of dog feces left on sidewalks, city property and streets 
is unacceptable.  Who is going to cover the cost for the maintenance of the dog park? Is this 
going to be included in the cost of dog licenses?  Being dogs do not have to be on a leash in 
city limits, which allows the dogs to roam on private property, safety concerns for the public 
and especially young children, are dog owners actually going to use a dog park when the 
streets are free to use?  If there is going to be a dog park, there should be a bylaw that all 
dogs need to be leashed outside of the dog park. 

359 City of Enderby None of the above Never None of the above Not applicable Not applicable  I would not use a dog park Dog feces and other trash,Cost to operate,Loss of parkland for other purposes Times are tough reduce spending and taxes. Not everyone can afford higher taxes 

360 Other

Just outside of 
Enderby technically 
Spallumcheen One or more medium or large dogs Neighbors or Salmon Arm A few times per month Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes

The bigger the better. A large area similar to that 
at the Salmon Arm fair grounds would be ideal. 
Even if that meant moving it to the outskirts of 
town.

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Access to drinking water,A separate enclosure for 
small dogs,Parking spaces Safety of dogs,Safety of people

361 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs
We walk our block, we walk along the river in Enderby and we 
walk the rail trail A few times per year

Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location Not applicable One acre, to make it useful

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Regularly cleaned,A separate enclosure for small 
dogs,Parking spaces,Other Four foot fencing with reliable gates re safety Safety of dogs

I don't usually take  to dog parks, but it would be nice to have the option of letting her play 
off leash when we run into friendly dogs she knows.

362 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Hiking and walks through town A few times per week Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Access to drinking water,Well maintained 
landscaping,Regularly cleaned,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Regular bylaw officer 
presence to enforce rules,Parking spaces Safety of dogs

363 City of Enderby One or more small dogs Salmon arm dog park Daily Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes An acre or 2

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Covered shelter,Access to drinking water,Well 
maintained landscaping,Regularly cleaned,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Parking 
spaces Cost to construct

364 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs School feild. Only in the evening ensuring no kids are around A few times per week
Leasing land from a private property owner 
and constructing a dog park at that location A short walk 20 minutes

Dog feces bags,Benches,Access to drinking water,Regularly cleaned,A separate enclosure for 
small dogs,Parking spaces Safety of dogs,Dog feces and other trash,Safety of people

365 Other Salmon Arm One or more medium or large dogs Kalhani Park A few times per month Either of the above A longer drive 10 minutes

A fairly good size with benches and maybe a 
picnic table. Lighting for early being would be 
great. 

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Tables,Covered shelter,Access to drinking 
water,Regularly cleaned,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Flat grades that are easily 
accessible,Parking spaces,Other Lighting for early evening during the winter. Safety of dogs,Safety of people

Dog parks are great for dogs and their owners to socialize and get exercise especially for 
seniors. 

366 Area F Rural Enderby One or more small dogs On Trails Never None of the above Not applicable
Loss of parkland for other purposes,Cost to operate,Cost to construct,Safety of 
dogs,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash I think there are way more things Enderby needs to put their money into beside a dog park.

367 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Vernon BX dog park A few times per week Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes
Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Covered shelter,Access to drinking water,A separate enclosure 
for small dogs,Regular bylaw officer presence to enforce rules,Parking spaces Safety of dogs,Dog feces and other trash

368 Area F Rural Enderby One or more medium or large dogs River walk, railtrail Daily Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes Football field minimum
Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Regular bylaw officer presence to enforce 
rules,Parking spaces Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash

369 Other Canoe One or more medium or large dogs Canoe ballfield, Blackburn Park, BX park A few times per month Either of the above Not applicable As big as possible Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Access to drinking water,Parking spaces Safety of dogs

370 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs On the walking path A few times per week Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes
Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Covered shelter,Well maintained 
landscaping,Regularly cleaned,Parking spaces,Flat grades that are easily accessible Safety of dogs,Dog feces and other trash

371 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Around town, fields, walking trails. Travel to other dog parks Daily Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes Larger the better
Garbage cans,Dog feces bags,Access to drinking water,Parking spaces,Benches,Well 
maintained landscaping Safety of dogs,Dog feces and other trash We need a dog park. 

372 City of Enderby None of the above None of the above Not applicable
Not applicable  I would not use a dog park,Dog feces bags,Access to drinking water,Regularly 
cleaned,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Regular bylaw officer presence to enforce rules

Noise,Safety of dogs,Dog feces and other trash,Cost to construct,Loss of parkland for 
other purposes

373 Area F Rural Enderby One or more medium or large dogs
Around the rural area we live, but if we were in town I would 
bring the dog and take him to a park. A few times per month Either of the above Not applicable

Big enough that it's at least a 5-10min walk 
around the perimeter. Garbage cans,Parking spaces,Access to drinking water,Other A few trees at least No concerns I think it's a great idea.

374 City of Enderby One or more small dogs River walk A few times per week
Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location A short drive 10 minutes

Large to medium size to accommodate the 
amount of dogs in the area. Preferably with a 
seperate small dog area 

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Access to drinking water,A separate enclosure for 
small dogs,Parking spaces Safety of dogs,Dog feces and other trash

The small dog area is a must for safety. I have seen this work so well in other communities. 
They can also be used be fearful dogs to help acclimate. 

375 City of Enderby
A temporary method to determine dog park issue to best utilize multi use to for community 
base resource

376 City of Enderby
One or more medium or large dogs,One or more 
small dogs Elementry school A few times per week Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes

Half a soccer field or so? I have two large dogs. 
They need space to run. 

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Covered shelter,Regularly cleaned,Flat grades that are 
easily accessible Safety of dogs,Safety of people

377 Other
Between Armstrong 
and Spallumcheen None of the above A few times per year Either of the above Not applicable

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Tables,Covered shelter,Access to drinking water,Well 
maintained landscaping,Regularly cleaned,Flat grades that are easily accessible,Regular 
bylaw officer presence to enforce rules,Parking spaces Safety of dogs I do not live in Enderby but work here and regularly visit/walk. A dog park is a great idea! 

378 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs River Walk Daily
Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location A short drive 10 minutes 1-2 acres Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Parking spaces No concerns

Having a dog park would definitely increase my motivation to walk my dogs to the park; 
which would increase our exercise and feelings of well being. It would also be a great place 
to meet other like-minded people. 

379 Area F Rural Enderby One or more medium or large dogs
Around our neighborhood area. Salmon Arm and Vernon dog 
parks. By the ball fields. Hiking trails in North OK A few times per week Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes An acre or more

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Parking spaces,Well maintained landscaping,Access to drinking 
water Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash,Cost to operate

This would take pressure off of ball diamond area.

Thanks ðŸ˜Š 

380 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Walks around town, or friends dogs in yard. Never None of the above Not applicable Regular bylaw officer presence to enforce rules
Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash,Cost to construct,Cost to 
operate

Who is going to enforce rules and regulations 
at this park. We have a beautiful river walk to 
walk dogs on leash and feces are not cleaned 
up at this location. Also on leash is not 
enforced. 

Research shows that most dogs are not suitable for dog parks. My concern is the safety of 
animals and people. People tend not to have the knowledge that most dogs are not able to 
go to dog park.  Ei. Not 100% recall, nervousness. Over socialized. Plus the clean up. If a 
diease like parvo gets in the park. Where is the funding to help clean it ? What is estimated 
cost of maintenance for park. Please consider some Research before implementing a dog 
park. Talk to some local professional dog trainers. 

381 City of Enderby One or more small dogs around the block Never Either of the above Not applicable Not applicable  I would not use a dog park Cost to construct,Cost to operate,Loss of parkland for other purposes
382 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs On leash around town / rail trail A few times per week Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Parking spaces Safety of dogs,Cost to construct
383 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Around the ball fields Daily Either of the above A short walk 20 minutes Ball field size or larger Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches No concerns

384 Area F Rural Enderby One or more medium or large dogs
Dog park in Salmon Arm, on our property, various trails and to 
the river A few times per month Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes 50 feet x 100 feet bare minimum

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Covered shelter,Access to drinking water,A separate 
enclosure for small dogs,Parking spaces,Flat grades that are easily accessible No concerns

385 Area F Rural Enderby IR#2 None of the above Throughout the neighborhood A few times per month Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes 50 square kms at least 
Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Covered shelter,A separate enclosure for small 
dogs,Parking spaces Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash

386 City of Enderby One or more small dogs Riverwalk, railtrail, all over town Daily Either of the above Not applicable

I would love to see a large area for two adjoining 
sections with a gate between small and large  
dogs. The larger the Space  the more fun. Covered shelter,Access to drinking water,A separate enclosure for small dogs,Garbage cans

I am excited about this new adventure  for enderby,  I have not lived here long but  recognize 
the need for dogs to socialize.  A sign could be placed at park with expectations of behavior,  
eg: they must respond to owners commands ( come, stay). Thank you for bringing this 
forward. 

387 Other armstrong One or more medium or large dogs armstrong fairgrounds, bx dog park A few times per week Either of the above Not applicable 1 acre 
Garbage cans,Dog feces bags,Access to drinking water,A separate enclosure for small 
dogs,Parking spaces Safety of dogs

388 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs
SalmonArm Drive. Cliff view. All streets and avenues in 
Enderby. Rail path. Tuey park. River walk. A few times per week

Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location A short walk 20 minutes Garbage cans Dog feces and other trash

389 City of Enderby None of the above Never None of the above Not applicable N/aA Not applicable  I would not use a dog park,Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Regularly cleaned Dog feces and other trash,Cost to construct,Cost to operate,Safety of dogs

390 City of Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Around town and to the river dog park Daily Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes

It would be nice to have enough room for the 
dogs to run around without being near too many 
dogs. The park by the Kelowna dump is a nice 
size 

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Tables,Covered shelter,Access to drinking 
water,Regularly cleaned,Well maintained landscaping,A separate enclosure for small 
dogs,Parking spaces Safety of dogs,Dog feces and other trash

I think a fenced dog park in a local area would be awesome. The dog park at the river is nice 
but you can use it when it floods and when the gate is closed in the winter 

391 City of Enderby One or more small dogs Riverwalk or Tuey park dog area A few times per week
Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location A short walk 20 minutes 1+acres

Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Benches,Covered shelter,Well maintained landscaping,Flat 
grades that are easily accessible,Parking spaces Safety of dogs,Dog feces and other trash,Safety of people I think it's a great idea!



392 City of Enderby None of the above
Unfortunately my dog recently died; I would like to get another; 
in the meantime, walk a friend's dog. Daily

Setting aside space in an existing park and 
constructing a dog park at that location A short walk 20 minutes Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Flat grades that are easily accessible,Benches,Other A few trees for shade, if feasible Cost to construct,Cost to operate,Loss of parkland for other purposes

Yes!  Park at arena  is ideal: convenient, flat (great for seniors), adjoins riverwalk, and only 
lacks a few trees for shade ... ( minor and easily rectified).  Continued use would mean no 
cost to construct elsewhere,  and importantly, no loss of land/interfering with natural 
habitat.    This area has been used for years for many, many dog owners.    (BTW, would not 
be happy at all if another ball enclosure was constructed in the park, as it would be too 
close to our homes.)  Thank you.

393 Area F Rural Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Vernon BX dog park A few times per week Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes 2 acres or more. 
Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Access to drinking water,Well maintained landscaping,A 
separate enclosure for small dogs,Parking spaces,Other Trees and access to water Safety of dogs,Safety of people Would be a great asset to Enderby

394 Area F Rural Enderby One or more medium or large dogs
Gardom lake but also park path in Enderby  along river when I 
am in Enderby A few times per month Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes

Long wide paths are my favourite rather then 
just open land.  5 acres? Dog feces bags,Garbage cans Trees/paths Safety of dogs,Safety of people,Dog feces and other trash

395 Area F Rural Enderby One or more medium or large dogs Riverside Park and  Tuey Daily Either of the above A short drive 10 minutes 3 acres Dog feces bags,Garbage cans,Access to drinking water,Other washroom for humans No concerns


	dog park

